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High: 80s. Low: 208.
SUNDAY: Dry.
High: mid 30s. Low: 20s.
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TVA flip-flop makes regaining LBL improbable
•LBL: TVA adminiatrators changed their minds
last week and said they
wanted to manage LBL
after all.
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Jackson receives
assignments
The senate committee
appointments have been
chosen for Senator-elect
Bob Jackson, who on Tues~ay, was elected to fill Kentucky's First District Senate seat. jackson will
serve on three Senate
standing
committees:
·Agriculture and Natural
Resources, Banking and
Insurance and Economic
Development and Labor.
r

'

Tillson to serve as
assistant dean
Lou Davidson Tillson has
been asked to serve as
assistant dean of the Col:lege of Fine Arts and
Communications. Ted A.
Wendt. dean of that college, said he felt Tillson
was the best candidate for
the position after consulting with the C.ollege of
Fine Arts and Communications Executive Committee and meeting with several candidates.
Tillson accepted the
position and will assume
her new duties at the
beginning of the spring
. semester. Roger Reich: much. the former assistant
: dean, has taken a new
: PoSition as the University's
I

.

.
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The grave of Anton Emberger behind the old St.
Stephen's Catholic Church in
the Land Between the Lakes.
Emberger was a relative of
the man who donated the
land for the church. The
cemetery will be getting a
facellft Saturday when for·
mer residents of the area
and their descendents go to
clean the site.
Seth D ixon/The New!t

Turning
back time
Residents reclaim
negleCted cemetery

I'

--

"

199 cfiallenge
1test offered Dec. 6

l

The State Challenge Test
,....for
,, CSC 199, Introduction
:.. to Information Technology,
••
:will be given on Dec. 6.
~The test will be adminis~ tered at 9 a.m. in room
. 209 of the Business Build:ing North.
•: The test covers Winifdows, Microsoft Office
1 Professional
(including
I
: Word, Excel, Access, Powa erpoint} and fundamental
,.~ computer literacy con8cepts. The minimum pass·~ ing score is 80.
~ A $15 fee must be paid
~in advance. Please contact
tiSarah Strange at (502)
'762-2094 to request an
I
!~application or more infor•'
·:mation.

..

·.
..~MSU awarded for
, excellence

..: Murray State University
: has been recognized for its
• efforts in energy reduction
~'by receiving the Gover~!nor's Environmental Excel•·t•lence Award for Energy
Conse~vation.
Wayne
"Harper, associate director
aor building services and
~
_ground
maintenance,
:accepted the award on
•
::behalf of the University.
•
:~ The governor's awards
·~ are presented annually in
·~ I 0 different categories.
~ Murray State University
focused on three areas in
; which they reduced ener;"gy consumption: heating
·:and cooling, 'elevator dri~ves and lighting.

.....

~ews

briefs compiled by
Lori Burling, Staff Writer.

to be St. Stephen's Catholic
Church Saturday, weather permitting.
Jim Baccus, Chambers' brothIn the northern part of what
er-in-law
and also from
is now the Land Between the
Eddyville,
visited
the cemetery
Lakes, off the paved road, a dirt
on
Tuesday
as
well.
He too will
road, like any of the other hunbe
helping
with
the
cleanup.
dreds of dirt roads in LBL, leads
"I don't think it'll look like a
into the woods. Recent rains
cemetery
on Dixie Highway (a
have left it nearly impassable,
and the ride seems much too major Louisville road)," Baccus
long to orily cover its two mile said. "We're going to cut bushes,
move dead treetops and rake
length.
The hilly road, marked by the leaves."
As Baccus made his way
mud holes, is closely guarded on
each side by trees bare now in through the head stones, glancthe fall. It is a road seemingly ing at nearly every one, he and
leading to nowhere. But that is Chambers looked for the boundary markers.
not the case.
"'We need to establish a
Over the last rise, in a small
boundary
so when people come
clearing which is no longer so
back
to
clean
again they'll know
clear, one comes upon a dilapiwhat
to
clean,"
he said.
dated building, deserted and
AB
he
walked
around the front
worn. It doesn't look like it was
a house -perhaps a church or a of the church, he noted how well
school, but whatever it was, it is the structure had been built.
"It was built by hand by crafts
now just empty and hollow. The
from Murray
floor inside the entrance has people," he said. "It was good
rotted away, and the door is workmanship, no doubt about
gone. Part of the tin roof has that. They used pretty modem
blown away, the hole letting in materials," he said, pointing out
little light on the overcast day. the sawmill wood used in the
The top of the door frame walls and the pine used for the
floor.
appears ready to fall.
Della Oliver. Baccus' sister,
Around the back of the strucsaid
the church was built by a
ture are worn grave stones,
German
settlement and the
indicating this place once was a
church, but it is obvious no one's church disbanded because peoworshiped here in a long, long ple died out and moved away.
According to Odell Walker, a
time. There are small trees,
barely past the sapling stage, Lyon County historian, the
growing throughout the grave- church itself was built on land
Hudson, who is co-chair of the
yard, their location having no donated by Joe Emberger and project, said the group will meet
apparent rhyme nor reason. was constructed around 1900 Saturday morning and try to
Some of the names and epitaphs and dedicated in 1905. A new head to the site. The drive to
are nearly too eroded to read. church was built out of materi- the church requires four-wheelSome of the graves are grown als from the old church in 1917, drive vehicles. Hudson said
over or hidden by the years. One and rebuilt again in the late when the group approached the
grave, so small it had to be for a 1930s, but the church closed in Tenne£see Valley Authority, the
child, has sunken down a few 1942. It is the only church still managers of LBL, the authority
inches over the years and its standing in LBL; all the others offered their assistance.
marker. an old fashioned metal were torn down when the area
"TVA volunteered to help us,"
was taken over by TVA in the he said. ''They furnished the
sign, is gnarled and broken.
"The first time we came up 1960s. Oliver :said the site was equipment ... and we're gelling
here, you'd think they had chosen because the cemetery is trailers to get in and out."
church that day and closed the next to the lone remaining
Hudson said the job wns longdoor,'' Hyrum Chambers of church.
term.
''We chose it because we felt it
Eddyville said during a visit
"It's not something we can do
was
so symbolic of the heritage," in two or three Saturdays," he
Tuesday. "There was still curtains hanging on the confession- she .said, "We met last Sunday said.
al and the altar was Atill there. and out of that meeting came
Oliver said another reason
That must have been 25 or 30 the idea."
the site was chosen was because
"There were 61 or 62 people at there are few remaining people
years ago,"
the
meeting," said Bobby Hud- who have a family attachment
Chambers, along with other
former residents of the old land son, another former resident. to St. Stephen's. Most have
between the rivers and their "But most of them are like me - moved on or died, she said.
descenders, will begin cleaning too old to go and do much of
"Cemeteries that no longer
the cemetery behind what used abyth.ng."
have people around to take care
BY

C.O.

BRADLEY

EOITOR·IN·CHIEf

t·
/1

•

John Simanowitz/Staff

Those interested in the project
or the group or anyone who
would like to help with the
cleanup can ~ontact Bobby
Hudson at (502) 388-4850,
Jim Baccus at (502) 388-2555,
or Margaret Chambers
at (502) 38~-5974.

of them have grown up and may
be lost forever," she said.
She said while restoring the
church is not part of Saturday's
project, it is something the
group wants to do.
"'We want to see some part of
that heritage rescued," she said.
Plans to work on the structure
are very preliminary, but there
is a "burning desire to see the
church fully restored."
The group will be accompanied by Rev. Maurice Tiell of
Eddyville, who v.rill bless both
the cemetery and the church.
Homer Barnett, also of
Eddyville, will be going along
Saturday, but his situation is
slightly different. Not only is he
a former resident of the area,
but some of his ancestors
attended the church and his
great grandmother, Josephine
Shockmeyer, and her ~on ,
Anton Ottle, are buried there.
"I know I had people over

there and relatives buried
there," he said. "I've been hop·
ing they'd do that for some
time."
As Baccus and Chambers
were preparing to leave Tuesday evening, a man who had
been hunting in the nearby
woods returned to his truck
parked in front of the church.
The hunter identified himself as
being from another part of the
state. They asked how the hunting was going, and he told them,
and then he asked, "Was this a
schuol or a church?"
Baccus began to explain about
the church and its history, but
the hunter seemed disinterested, in marked contrast to Baccus' emotion about the subject.
Baccus finished, and the men
wished each other good day. As
he got back in the truck, he was
seemingly remembering those
who were in no way disinterested in the church or its story.
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SGA trying to JUMP on 1ssues

PoliceBeat
Nov. 6

6:11 p.m. Public Safety received a call from the Murray Police Depart·

•SGA: JUMP Day gives
students the opportunity to
voice their opinions on certain campus issues.
BY JASON KEMP
STAFF WRITER

Murray State students will
have the opportunity to voice
their opinion during Constituency Day Monday.
Brandon Kirkham, University Affairs Senate Chairman,
said the purpose of JUMP
Day is to get information from
students on what they believe
are the most important and
urgent issues that Murray
State faces.
"It has really helped us out
a lot in the past," Kirkham
said. "It helps us communicate with the administration

and Murray State officials the
issues and concerns that students feel are important."
SGA President Todd Earwood said that SGA also came
up with an an acronym for
JUMP -- which stands for
"Join Us Making Progress."
Kirkham said SGA will set
up booths around the campus
and attempt to get students
to fill out a survey that is
designed to collect information on how they feel' about
certain campus issues.
Kirkham, who is the coordinator of JUMP Day, said this
is his first semester heading
the event. He said he worked
last year as a senator in the
booths.
Earwood said students can
look for booths at Winslow
Cafeteria, Sparks Hall, the
Curris Center, the second

floor breezeway of the Business Building, the residential
colleges, Faculty Hall, the
Industry and Technology
building, the second floor
snack area of the Blackburn
Science Building and mass
lecture classes.
Earwood said the survey
will consist of 10 questions,
ranging from issues such as
food services, residential colleges. recreational facilities
on campus, what entertainment students would like to
see brought to MSU, and will
also ask the student what
year in school they are and
their major. He said questions were submitted from
MSU President Kern Alexander, Food Services Director
William Benriter, and SGA
senators as well as himself
and Kirkham.

ment. They had received a call from a customer who was leaving WeiMart. The person said the press-box at Stewart Stadium was on fire. Murray Fire Department was dispatched along with Public Safety to the area.
The Public Safety officer found no smoke. A cloud was hanging low over
the area looking like smoke.

Earwood said he feels
,JUMP Day is necessary.
"We feel this is a good way
to get a response from the student body," Earwood said.
"We need feedback on certain
issues that they feel are
important."
Kirkham said they are
expecting more students to
participate in JUMP Day this
semester than in previous
semesters. He said approximately 739 students participated in the fall 1996 semester, and 1,100 students participated in the spring 1997
semester.
"I've planned to get 1,000
students as a goal," Kirkham
said. "We've set up a deal
with Matt B's Pizza so that
students wiU receive a coupon
for a discount on pizza after
they complete the survey."

Nov.B

6:05 p.m. Murray Police Department asked local law enforcement units

to observe a possible DUI on 16th Street. The person in question was outside the vehicle with his foot caught under the left front wheel. The vehicle was removed from his foot. and he was arrested. The EMS unit was
called to the scene. The man was lodged in the Calloway County Deten·
tion Center.
Nov.9
12:39 a.m. Officers responded to a call from the fourth floor of Hart Col-

lege after receiving a report that marijuana odor was coming from one of
the rooms. Upon Investigating, the following people were arrested. Windy
D. King was charged with possession of alcoholic beverages by a minor,
possession of marijuana and possession of drug paraphernalia. Carl T.
Andrews, non-student, was charged with possession of alcoholic bever·
ages by a minor, possession of marijuana and drug paraphernalia. laJa·
daD . Arnold was charged with possession of marijuana and drug para·
phemalia. All were lodged in the Calloway County Detention Center.
Nov.10

9:15 p.m. Ambulance was requested for a sick student in Hart College.

The student was taken to the Murray-Callaway County Hospital.
Nov. 11

Big Lots opens in K-Mart ·building

7:13 p.rri. Ambulance was requested for a student who was having a •
seizure on the second floor of Wilson Hall. Person refused EMS treatment
•
and was taken to Murray-Callaway County Hospital by friends:

now take advantage of another retailer, Big Lots.
"I think opening a Big Lots
With the announcement of
new businesses soon to come store in Murray will be good
to Murray, such as Back because we have a lot of good
Yard Burgers and Burger deals at low prices," said
King, Murray residents, as Todd Dalton, store manager.
well as MSU students, can "We are a very rapidly-grow-

Nov.12

STAFF REPORT

ing company."
Big Lots opened No~. 9 in
the old K-Mart building, and
Dalton said 12 MSU students
are currently on staff.
Dalton also said Consolidated Stores Corp., which
owns Big Lots, has 600 Big

Lots stores in the United
States.
Big Lots retails basic
housewares, table tops, tools,
jewelry, hardware, home
decor, paper products, clothing and other domestic products.

8:13p.m. Front glass was broken in a vending machine in the Fine Arts
Building.
Racer Escorts -1 4
Motorist Aaslsta-6

Information for Pollee Beat gathered and compiled by Jake Burgess. news
editor. from materials available at the Public Saf~ty office.
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''The Perfect Gift''
• Each week for the next six weeks, spend $50 or more at Kroger and
receive a qualifying coupon.
•When you collect six coupc;.ns, you'll be able to buy a13'' color
television with remote or a VCR for just $79.991
• See cashier or customer service desk for details.
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Classes not wanted in residential colleges

College ~lfeu)s

Q•
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Peo·

ple·s choice of George Clooney
as the sexiest man alive?
Name: Kris
Carlson
Major: Business
Administration
Year: Freshman
Hometown:
Marion
"He doesn't
really app e al to me, but if
that's what the voter s say!'

The separation between church and state
is a good idea. The separation between
home and class is also a good idea. When
the Counseling and Testing Center contacted academic deans to see if there was any
interest in teaching Freshman Orientation
within the residential colleges, the students
were unknowingly being invaded of their
privacy.
Students living in the Residential Colleges
make those rooms their homes for nine
months out of the year. The academic
buildings can be seen from their windows.
The buildings represent a more stressful
environment--one of work and study. The
residential colleges represent a place to do
laundry. sleep and hang out with friends.
There is no happy medium between the

dents may have an identity crisis when they
take the elevator down to the lobby of their
intimate social structure and find a classroom full of unknown faces.

OurVieuJ
Issue:
Plans are being discussed to implement classrooms into the residential college.

Positio n:
Classrooms within the residential
colleges will not benefit students.
tWO.

When the residential college system was
implemented the philosophy was to create
a better atmosphere by giving students a
smaller group to identify with. Some stu-

Perhaps the classes will only Include people from the respective residential college.
This would solve the intrusion problem.
However, this solution limits the diversity
of people that students can potentially
come in contact with. Sometimes the luck
of the draw can be rewarding.
The commuters should also be considered in the decision to hold freshman orientation classes in the residential colleges.
Although these people are members of residential colleges, they may not appreciate
parking their cars in commuter territory

In My
C)piuion
BETH VICKERY

Name: Chris
Hauselt
Major: RadionY
Year: Sophomore
Hometown:
Avon, N.J.
"I don't think so.
I always like it
when t h ey p ic k Sean Connery
or Paul N ewman. That's sex
appeal."

•

Name: Shawn
Marie Cumbee
Major:
Pre-veterinary
Year: Sophomore
Hometown:
Mayfield
"Not even
close. Tyson Beckford took it
all. He is the sexist man alive."
)enniier SacharnoskiNiewpoint Eduor
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Initiating classrooms into the colleges is
designed to spark more interest and build
an even stronger community within the residential college system. If the students are
going to be~ome involved with the system,
It will happen. It is time that the administration stop leading the students by the hand.
If and when the students decided to take
advantage of all the benefits of the residential college system they will-on their own.

Messages
necessary for.
call backs

Name: Heather
Banks
Major: Marketing
Year: Freshman
Hometown:
Graves Co.
"No. G e nuine
is. He is gor·
geous, his move's , his voice,
everything. Clooney did look
good in that batman uniform.

Name: Trish
Cavanaugh
Major: Elementary
education
Year: Junior
Hometown:
Cadiz
" N a h, LL Cool J
is. H is body a nd his bald head
make him sexy."

then hiking to the college to take one
course.
The administration at Murray State has
been working tediously to give the residen tial colleges a feeling of home. By putting
the classrooms in the living quarters some
of 'the homey qualities will be lost.

TVA should give up control
The Tennessee Valley Authority
seems like Two Face from Batman Forever: of two minds about
everything.
First, Craven Crowell, TVA's
chairman, comes out of left field
last spring and says TVA wants to
shed itself of all non-power activities, including land Between the
Lakes, and concentrate on its
core electricity business.
That upset many LBL supporters in Congress, who would have
had a tough time getting funding
for LBL anyway. With his
announcement, Crowell made
the job doubly difficult. They
were able to get funding for one
more year through hard work
and sheer determination, but
with the understanding it would
be the last year of funding for
TVA management and a new

Ou r ll ieuJ
Issue:
TVA recently announced its
desire to remain in control of
LBL.

Position:
TVA needs to give up LBL to an
agency more equip to handle
the demands.
management alternative would
need to be found.
The supporters began talks
with other agencies, including the
National Parks Service, Fisheries
and Wildlife, the Army Corps of
Engineers, among others. Then
last week, TVA's director,
William Kennoy, said Crowell had
not been speaking for the board
and TVA wanted to maintain

control.
Through these actions, TVA
has shown it does not need to
be involved in LBL's future. What
is to keep it from doing what it
has done before by coming back
in a couple of years and saying it
doesn't want it again? If it cannot
decide what it wants, it shouldn't
get anything.
The future of LBL is important
to many people, and many of
those people have not been
happy with TVA's management
for some time. And it will be difficult in a hostile Congress to get
another chance for TVA.
TVA needs to bow out now
and let someone else take the
reins. But instead, they will probably keep listing like a ship in a
storm, unable to find a comfortable port.

Everyday, I am forced to add another thing to
the list of things that will eternally annoy me.
They are things that were invented specifically
to annoy me, however, the world would be a
better place, if theses occurrences would end.
Perhaps the most annoying thing to deal with
in life are hang-ups on the answering machine.
I ponder daily why people even bother to call if
they don't have anything to say.
For example: Sunday, I had just returned
from a weekend at home, and just recovered
from some deadly Brazilian strain of the flu. I ,
walked to the answering machine and found
that I had 31 messages. Out of those 31 messages, only four of them were actual human
voices - the other 27 consisted of an extremely annoying "beep· beep· beep· beep."
To be completely honest, it is not necessarily
the fact that the people hang up that annoys
me. It is the fact that I am repeatedly forced to
listen to the same noise. And the ironic thing is,
the first words on my outgoing message
are,"Please do not hang up ..."'
If you are suffering from answering machine
anxiety, then I have some suggestions for you.
( 1) I call this the "less is more" message. State
your name and number followed by a brief"call
me when you get in." It works every time and it
requires absolutely no creativity.
(2) This is the "l'm an eternally happy person,
please call me back" message. In order to do
this correctly, you must use that annoying voice
that you talk to your dog/kids with. Say, "Hi.
This is (insert name) and I was just calling to
say 'hello.' Please call me as soon as you get in
okay? My number is (insert #). Talk to you
later!" Simple, but hard to use if you're male.
(3) Last but not least is the "I'm on crack, call
me and I'll share" message. An effective No. 3
message is shouted into the phone and requires
you to place sporadic laughter at key intervals
while speaking. I cannot tell you what to say
during this message, only that it must not be
thought of before the BEEEP and that you
must include your number but a name is not
usually required since most normal people only
know one person who could possibly pull this
type of message off.
I hope that this helps all you hanger-uppers
out there- you know who you are.

Elizabeth Vickery is a sophomore criminal justice major from Marion.

Your \lieu's
Campus Christian groups
demanding even for devout
To the editor:
We are writing in response to Alan Weixler's article in the Oct. 31st issue. We felt compelled to write
because we are Christians with a deep faith and
have been treated the same way he was. We have
both been raised in Christian homes and came to
Murray expecting to be encouraged in our fait.h.
Once we became deeply involved in a religious
organization, we were dismayed to lind thut the
"heart" of the group was not love, but a set of rules
by which we were expected to live. One such "rule"
wns that we should be confident enough tu approach
strangers and ask where they stand with God.
However, we believe the way to truly witncs~ is
through lqve. as ,Jesus did. We never wanted to be
Bible-bcoters who walk up to people with a thirty-

pound Scofield Bible screaming "Repent!" And we
could never look someone in the eye who grew up
with a Buddhist background, and tell him everything he believes and lives for is wrong. Growing up
as Christians, we know how hurtful it would be if
someone told us our entire belief system was wrong.
In addition to rules, we also found our lifestyles
under a microscope. We fully admit that we have
our faults, as all humans do, (even members of religious organizations). But how is it that one can tell
me I do not have faith when the relationship I have
with God is personal: between Him and me.
We discovered that our friendships with people in
this religious organization were not based on love
and the special bond we had in our faith. lnstead it
was based on a superficial set of rules. Once these
"friends" felt we did not appear perfect we found our
friendships vanishing one by one. We both actually
had two different individuals tell us they could no

longer be associated with us due to the lifestyles we
had chosen. That does not coincide with the love
taught by Jesus (their ultimate example).
If someone claims to live by the Bible, let him read
Colossians 3:12, which states"... as those who have
been chosen of God, holy and beloved, put on a heart
of compassion, kindness, humility, gentleness, and
patience."
We challenge all Christians to ask themselves:
"What gives me the right to tell people how to live
their lives? What gives me the right to tell someone
his religion is wrong?"
.Jesus didn't point a finger at the adulteress. What
gives you the right to point yours?
Torri Buntin
Mayfield
Melanie Dailey
Owensboro
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Closing park
closes history
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BETH BRADLEY

One night last week, I was sitting around chatting with my
friends when suddenly I heard something that caught my attention. In my state of shock it was confirmed that Opryland is closing to make way for a shopping mall.
I demanded to know why. When no one co.uld answer my question, I came to my own conclusion. I think that up-tight old men
in three piece suits decided that they needed more money. Just
because they can't hack it on the Hangman does not mean they
should take the oppor tunity away from the rest of us.
I love theme parks and have had a great time at Opryland on
several occasions. If you like to people-watch (and make comments about them to your friends) this would be the place to do
it. It amazes me what people will do and wear in public sometimes.
My favorite rides are roller coasters (never mind the fact that I
had to be dragged kicking and screaming onto them when I was
little). Perhaps we should strap these executive type people into ,
Chaos and run the ride 19 or 20 times. Maybe that will change
Defining relationships is almost as diffitheir minds. And if it doesn't change their minds, I hope it at cult as maintaining them. Knowing where
you stand, understanding how the other
least makes them puke.
What bothers me the most is the fact that a mall is being built person feels, and trying to explain the
there. Personally, I do not have much use for malls. I dori't know already complex situation to fill of your
about your hometown, but where I'm from the mall is a place for closest friends is not only tedious, but also
pre-driver's license adolescents to sport their spiffy new, hippy time consuming.
outfits and hair accessories. These pr e-pubescent nuisances make
In order to save time and keep all of my
it nearly impossible to move around, let alone make purchases.
relationships in check, I developed a sysFor those of you who are clapping your greedy little hands and tem that nicely categorizes all of the most
squealing with glee at the prospect of yet another place to spend common affairs.
your money, stop it! If you feel the need to shop until you drop, go
You must look at the system as a flow
to Minneapolis. I'm sure the Mall of America will entertain you chart on a dry erase board. The names can
fur a few days.
change positions easily, and names can be
Actually it has been brought to my attention that the Mall of added at any time.
America has .amusement park rides in it. Granted, they ~e kidFirst there is the Number One category.
die rides, but they are rides none the less. If the largest mall can The person in this category is your girlha ve rides, why can't we compromise and just place stores friend/boyfriend. There can only be one
person in this category at one time because
throughout Opryland? •
Each store would be allotted one of those little wooden souvenir to be a Number One. you must really care.
carts. It would be a tight squeeze at first, but a little creativity One is the relationship category. Usually
would take care of that problem.
the One worked his/her way up through
The cosmetic carts would do wonderful business if they set up the lesser categories.
next to the Grizzly River Rampage with a large mirror. Most
Number Twos are those people you are
females run screaming for the restroom, if they feel that their sleeping with. This category can have just
hair or make-up has been threatened in any way by the ride.
one name, or it can have several names. In
1 believe my personal favorite would be the Victoria's Secret an ideal world only the number One would
stand. Cardboard cutouts of county music singers in the latest fall into this category, but in the real world
lingerie fashions could be put on display. Image the discussion and in college, sex doesn't equal love and
around the water cooler. Shall we put Garth in the black or the love doesn't guarantee sex.
red?
Number Two can be used as a verb or a
Perhaps the Opryland Hotel, which will remain in operation, noun. This category as it stands alone
can replace the elevators with a roller coaster. It will get you implies no other relationship. Usually
there faster, minus a few cookies. The maids will be done clean- however, the Two is in conjunction with
ing in half the time.
another category.
All joking aside, I truly am upset about the closing of Opryland.
The category for the people who you .date
It is the closest theme park in this area, and I'm sure a large part is Number Three. These are the people
of family entertainment. In a time when many families don't even whom you are interested in. Several people
eat dinner together, I see theme parks as something everyone can can fall into this category at one time
enjoy. I think they are a places where it is possible for many dif- (Visualize the flow chart). The Three cateferent people to come together and put aside their differences for gory is the most flexible because it is completely personal. People can be a Three
awhile.
without even knowing it, just because you
Beth Bradley is a staff writer for The Murray State News.
are interested in them. It can ' also be a
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Rate affairs on flow chart
'F inally, there is the "Hell No!" category
My
-Number ·Seven. These arc the people
who you see on the street and really wish
Opilli<>11
you ·hadn't. There will never be any interest, and you don't really care if you ever
learn their name. Now, this is not a narcisJENNIFER .
sistic
attitude; thia is honest. This category
SACHARNOSKI
does not imply that I think I am better
than anyone; I just know who could never
in a thousand years be my type.
This flow chart can be easily adapted to
mutual agreement to be Threes. This is the
most common step for couples on their way anyone's lifestyle and can incorporate any
type of person into a category. The best
to a relationship-Number One.
Number Four is the friend category. This part of the system is that it removes the
is like a name pool from which you can awkwardness that people have when trydraw for all the other categories. All the ing to define a relationship.
If you like someone but are not ready for
people that you classify as "just friends"
reside here, but once again this system is a commitment, then you could tell him/her
that tliey are a Three. Instead of saying,
flexible.
"I'm
not ready for a relationship, but 1
The Number Five category includes all
the people that have been classified in any think you are cool, and I want to hang out
of the previous categories, but now you with you without having to profess an
wish they would just disappear. These are undying love," you can say simply, "You
the people who you pretend do not exist are a Three."
and wish that they were never a part of
The chart also comes in handy when try·
your chart. Sometimes Fives resurface as ing to explain to a friend of higher moral
Threes or Fours, but others remain in the standards that the Six (random guy) you
pit of Five for the rest of their lives.
took home after a party is not relationship
The Number Six category I refer to as quality when put in sober light. It is much
the 'dark horse' category. No one can ever easier to say Two than one-night-stand.
remain a Six. It is used only to describe The Six to Two to Five move is one of the
how these people came into your life. Sixes more common after-party plays, by lhe
are the people whom you had no idea exist- way.
ed. Then one day they became a One (girlThe system is easy to personalize, you
friend/boyfriend), Two (sex), Three (inter- can add subheads, options and even combo
est) or Four (friend). You can not explain plays. You can have a 2-4 split or a 3 with
where they came from. They just showed
the 1 option.
up one day and now they are a part of your
You can use it as reference material or a
life. The epitome of a Six would be someone
conversation
piece.
you pick up along the interstate then
marry a year later. An hour before you
pulled over, you bad no idea they were Jennifer Sacharnoski is the Viewpoint Edialive then BAM-be fathers your children. tor for The Murray State News.
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RAs are normal people with everyday lives
"Hi there. I'm a Resident Advisor."
It varies sometimes, but I often greet
people at the University with those
two sentences.
I've had a lot of different responses
to that greeting. You, reading this
paper, may be saying something to
yourself that I've heard a thousand
times before. The replies range from
admiration and awe (incoming freshmen), dumbfounded looks (also incom·
ing freshmen), pity (upperclassmen)
and respect. (On a good day, all of the
above.)
Whatever the response, a pert;on
usually leaves me knowing that I love
my job. That is, unless it's the resident
who needs to get into his or her room
at 4 a.m., when I have a test the next
day. At that time I am less than "chipper." Being an RA is all about liking
people, even the ones that need a key
in the early hours.
Liking people is not as hard as it
sounds. Sure, people are stupid sometimes, and college students are allotted more stupidity than the rest of the
population. However, there are always
redeeming factors to every person,
which are occasionally evident.
While working at Richmond College
(1 hear your thoughts, and I know they

In My
OpilliOil
KRISTINA STURM

are not good). I have encountered
more than my share of stupid people,
but I have also met some wonderful
people who I am glad to live with.
These are the residents who are waiting for me when I get out of class to
tell me about some great accomplish·
ment, who knock on my door at midnight because "boys are stupid" or who
are forever borrowing my clothes. This
is the side of being an RA that most
don't hear about, because the bad stuff
is more entertaining.
These are the moments that make
this job worthwhile. An RA gets paid
for 20 hours a week, but most of the
time it feels like 24 hours a day. seven
days a week. The way I look at it is
that we get paid for the 3 a.m. calls
and hours at the desk. The rest is done
out of love.
There is no other way to explain it.

We're just regular human beings who
have to deal with everyday problems.
We go to class, go to work, do homework, hang out with our friends and
do everything else that a normal college student does. But add to that
planning programs, on-call nightsduring which we are in our residential
college from 4:30 p.m. to 8 a .m.-staff
meetings; floor meetings, paperwork
and making sure everyone on your
floor is doing OK, and you have a pretty busy week.
Putting all that other stuff aside, all
we, as RA's, if I may speak for them,
want is for you, if you live in the residential colleges, to have a great living
environment. Our purpose is to help
every resident enjoy his or her college
experience, whether he or she likes it
or not. So we try to build a community
on our t1oor, or wing, so that our residents have a home away from borne.
Of course with everyone leaving on
the weekends, the home away from
home isn't really necessary, but we try
our hardest for the few who do stay.
Those floor meetings that cut into
your busy schedule aren't held to keep
you from watching "ER." We hope
you'll get to know the other people on
-your floor so that you have better

things to do than sit and watch television, or at least so you can make "ER"
a group activity. I know it is helpful
for my residents who have class during "Days" to keep up on the happen·
ings through their floor mates.
Speaking of missing your favorite
TV show-how about those programs?
You know those computer printouts
and construction paper that are
always cluttering your hall? Those are
advertisements for programs. Contrary to popular belief, they have a
purpose for being there. Your RA
would not willfully subject you to a
half hour of intense boredom, so he or
she carefully plans out an activity that
you will enjoy. Granted, it may not be
as exciting as George Clooney, but
interaction with people you live with
can't be all that bad . In fact, sometimes it can be fun.
With all this work going on, sometimes RA's need to have a little fun
too. So we go to our second family, the
RA staff. I couldn't ask for a better
group of people than those who work
in Richmond.
The building may not be too pretty
on the outside, but it more than makes
up for it with what is on the inside.
Maybe you imagine an RA gathering

as and endless discussion about housing rules and regulations. An interesting concept, but not true of most RA
functions I've been to. We give each
other moral support and just relax for
a little while. While we relax, the
inevitable topic of "Why do we do
this?" eventually comes up. Answers
vary and usually are surrounded in
humor, but there is a common thread.
We take this job for many reasons,
but I have found that most RA's have
something to share with their floor,
college and the campus as a whole. We
try to make a difference. and a lot of
the time we do. Most RA's have been
here for at least a year when they luke
the job, and they encourage their residents to learn from their experiences.
We've been through a lot of the same
things, and part of our job is sharing
with you.
My residents are wonderful, and I
fee l lucky to have them. When you see
your RA or any RA, let them know
that you appreciate them - even if it's
not RA appreciation week . They'll
appreciate you.

Kristina Sturm is a .junior business
admini.~tration major from Grayt,ilfe,
Ill.
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Retired professor dies
William G.
Read: Former
chair and pro-fessor in the
department of
physics and
astronomy
enjoyed 39 year
career at MSU.

B v D ONALD LAWSON
STAFF WRITER

William G. Read, retired
MSU physics professor, died on
Oct. 23. Read served Murray
State for 39 years as both a fac·
ulty member and administrator.
Read came to' Murray State
as a physics teacher in 1949.
He taught physics classes and
labs in tht; college until the
department of physics and
astronomy was established in
1959. He was named the first
chairman of the new department and he held the position
of chair until 1970.
Next he advanced to the
position of vice president of
academic affairs. He held this
position until 1978 when he
decided to return to teaching.
He taught until his retirement
in 1988.
Buford Anderson, a professor
in the department of physics

for 35 years, said he knew
Read for 40 years as a professor, advisor, mentor and
friend.
Anderson described Read as
a "kind and gentle man. He
was helpful and very studentoriented."
Anderson said what -stands
out the most among his memories of Read was his leadership
which he believes played an
important role in the formation
of the physics department.
Heart failure is believed to
be the cause of Read's death.
Read was born on April 13,
1921, in Stratton, Colo. and
grew up in Hays, Kan. Read is
survived by his wife Maxa
Anne Read.
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Retail mall replaces Opryland
-<:!los ing: After a quarter

of a century, Opryland
U.S.A. will close and a 1.1
million square-foot mall
and entertainment complex will open.
LO RI B URLING
STAFf W RITER

After 26 years of providing
fun for all ages, the theme
park at Opryland USA will be
closing its doors Jan. 1. The
theme park will be torn down
and replaced by Opry Mills, a
200-store retail and entertainment center.
The construction for Opry
Mills will begin in early
spring and is projected to take
up to two years to build. The
site for Opry Mills is on the
banks of the Cumberland
River, where Gaylord Enter·
tainment, which owns the
park, announced that the renovations will cost approxi-

mately $200 million dollars.
The 1.1 million-square-foot
Opry Mills will have up to 20
anchor stores, one of which
will include the Nashville
Bass Pro Shop. The complex
will also contain more than
200 retail stores, theme
restaurants, and entertainment. They hope to employ
up to 5,000 people in full-time
and part-time jobs with this
new attrRction.
Gaylord
Entertainment also hopes to
continue to add on to the project over the next five years.
Although no plans are definite, some ideas include
adding dining and entertainment at the Cumberland
landing area where the General Jackson showboat docks.
..The reasoning behind the
new renovations is quite simple," Tom Adkinson, a
spokesperson for Opryland
USA, said. "We're trading a
seasonal, 140 days a year
business, for a year round 365

Congratulations

days of the year business."
Opryland was attracting
right at 2.4 million tourists
per season, but in the last
couple of years attendance
had fallen below two million.
Adkinson said he hopes that
with a year-round operation,
the park will attr act more
than 16 million visitors per
year.
.
Murray State students had
a great deal to say on the matter of the park closing. Mina
Kouklan, a senior from Murray, said, "I think that it's a
shame that the park is closing. I have been going to
Opryland ever since I was a
little girl."
Adkinson said he realized
that with the park closing
there would come many hard
feelings, but he hopes that the
new attraction will convince
the area that it is a good
t hing.
"I'm quite aware of t he sadness th e closing will bring,

but we must remember that it
is only one piece of Opryland
USA that will be closing," he
said.
Presently, the only attrac.:
tion that will be closing is the
amusement park. The area
will still include the historic
Grand Ole Opry, the Opryland Hotel, boat rides, and
the Opryland broadcast complex, which includes The
Nashville Network, Country
Music Television, and three
radio stations.
"I think by closing the
theme park of Opryland they
are taking away a part of
American history," said Larissa Shoemaker from Anna, Ill.
Kelly Reynolds, senior from
LouisvilJe, said, "I'm very disappointed that they are closing the amusement park. I've
always wanted to visit, but
never had the time to. Now
that it's closing I will never ·
get to have the Opryland
experience."

Congratulations

to Ar L\
Rock A Thon Winners:

to the n ew initiates of

Alpha Delta Chi

Overall:
Lambda Chi Alpha
Spirit:
Pi Kappa Alpha
Scavenger Hunt:
Alpha Sigma Phi

nie Bowers
nelle Reece
Love,
your sisters
in Christ

Thanks to everyone f
supporting the Ar .1
Foundation and the
Diabetes Foundation.
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On Cct n'lj) us
Craft programs
announced
Land Between the Lakes
National Recreation Area
will offer three craft programs over Thanksgiving
weekend.
•Nov. 28: The Dream
Catcher program from I
to 2:30 p.m. will teach participants how to make
woven pieces that are traditionally hung over the
bed to catch bad dreams.
•Nov. 29: The Critters
Christmas program from I
to 2 p.m. offers participants an opportunity to
learn techniques to attract
wildlife to their backyards.
They will also decorate an
outdoor tree. The Natural
Christmas program from
2:30 to 4 p.m. will teach
participants how to make
Christmas
decorations
from natural items.
For more information
call 924-2000.

Ho liday Show
coming
The Golden Pond Planetarium at Land Between
the Lakes will offer its holiday show, " 'Tis The Season" from Dec. I through
Dec. 21. Regular show
times are II a.m. and 2
p.m., Monday through Friday, and I I a.m. and I, 2,
and 3 p.m., on Saturday
and Sunday. For more
information call 924-2020.

Graduate School
Guide to be
published
This guide contains tips
on getting in and paying
for graduate school, the
low-down on the academic job market, analysis of
the different departments
of graduate schools, rankings by discipline and
resource listings of web
sites, journals and other
sources of information for
each discipline. To order a
book, visit the web site
at http://www.linguafranca.com/orderguide.html.

Poet r y reading
soon
Catherine Sasanov will
be reading on Nov. 20 at
7:30 p.m. in the Clara
Eagle Gallery in the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center:
She will be reading from

Traditions of Bread and Violence, her book of poetry.
Admission is free and the
event is open to the public. A reception will follow
the presentation.

MSU hosts
ho nors day
Honors Day for Distinguished Black High School
Students is today and Saturday in the Curris Center. A banquet and dance
will be held tonight to
honor the students selected to participate in this
event.

complied by Denise Higgins,
Assistant College Life Editor
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Residential Colleges
develop new clubs
BY REKA ASHLEY
CON1RI8UTINC WRITER

This semester a number of
the residential colleges have
begun new clubs for their
residents.
Elizabeth College has one
that is especially different
for those early risers on campus entitled, "The Breakfast
Club."
'
The club will begin to meet
once a month on Mondays at
7:30a.m. in Winslow cafeteria beginning Dec. 2.
"The council has been
working on getting speakers
from the University to come
to Winslow and talk on a
variety of topics that may be
of interest to students," Brad
Strange, vice president of
the Elizabeth CoJlege Council, said.
Robert Evans who initially
came up with the idea, felt it
was a good way to motivate
students to get going in the
morning. Students not only
get to have breakfast, but
also get to learn helpful
information at the same
time, he said.
Christy Sivia, president of
the Elizabeth College Council, said the club is arranging
its first speaker.
"The college is hoping to
get Shelley Todd, manager of
the Regional Special Events
Center, as the first speaker,"
Sivia said.
"We hope she will be able
to answer any questions stu-

dents have about what types
of facilities the center will
include, and just give a general overview of the building," she added.
Another residential college
hoping to get more students
involved is Clark College.
They have two new clubs
including an "Outback Club"
and a "Book Club" that currently meet.
"We are planning on taking
trips to the Jake, going camping and doing numerous outdoor activities," Rebecca
Hefner, president of Clark
College Council, said.
"We have had a very positive response so far, with
around 30 people showing an
interest at the meeting,"
Hefner said. "The council
wanted a club that would
make residents more interested in staying in Murray
on the weekends."
Clark's book club is one of
the first of its kind and is led
by Steve Horwood, faculty
head of Clark College. The
group consists of four mem·
bers and they are currently
reading u.A Hundred Years of
Solitude," by Gabriel Marquaz.
Although it does not have a
book club, Springer/Franklin
College also hopes to get a
club together involving faculty members. The club entitled, "Eat with Jane" is
scheduled to begin next
semester.
..On Tuesday nights, Jane

Not quite done

Hall, faculty head of
Springer/Franklin College,
will bring other faculty and
any interested students from
the college to eat with her at
Winslow cafeteria," Tara
Shelby. secretary of
Springer/Franklin College
Council, said. "Students will
be able to ask these faculty
any questions they wish
about college during the
meal."
Those faculty and the
department they are with
will be posted before hand so
students will know if they
have an interest in speaking
with them.
White College also has an
unusual cJub called u.Armchair Football Club."
"Usually we would have
about 15 people come down
to the lobby at 7 p.ml and as
soon as the game started
everyone would get very
quiet," Faith Taylor, president of White College Council, said. "But as soon as the
game got underway there
was all kinds of noise."
The majority of the residential colleges have also
started honor societies.
White College's honor society
even schedules trips.
Taylor said, "Our honor
society recently went to the
Mexican ballet in Lovett
auditorium, and is planning
on beginning a mentor program for high school students," Taylor said .

Equestrian team for sale
CONTIJIUTtNC

an hour or an hour-and-a~half.
Amon, the people being au.ctioDed off are
members of the Equestrian Team Horseman
Club and agriculture faculty.
Cobb said the bidding will stan at $5. The
person being auctioned oft' will be awarded to
the highest bidder for two hours. At present
25 to 30 people have signed up to participate,
but Cobb is hOping a few moN Will decide
they want to be auctioned otT. Her goal is to
have 35 people to be sold.
In addition to the auction, there is altJo a
Rodeo Parade at 10:00 a.m. Saturday.
"We are participating in that (the parade)
by having a float,.. Cobb said. "There will be a
sign on the float advertising our auction in
hopes that it will attract more of an audience
for us."
Cobb has devoted hours of her free time to
make this event a success. Others involved
have also pitched in to help
"I've made a lot of fliers, phone calls, and
reminder notes,• she said. "It will all be worth
it though when it is over."
betw~

BY KRISTIN HILL

W•m•

How would you like to •own" someone .for a
couple or hours and let them do your work
instead of you?
On Saturday, anyone interested will have
the chance to bid on the person of his choiect.

The Equestrian Team and Horseman Club
are sponsoring the 1997 Horseman Auction
outside the student bam on College Farm
Road at noon.
Because the Horseman Club sponsors the
Equestrian Team, this fund raiser will benefit
both organizations. Julie Cobb, sophomore
from St. Louis, is coordinating the event. She
said the money raised will help pay for trips
to various horse shows And other events for
the Horseman Club. It wjll also assist in paying entry fees and traveling ex\:.enses for the
Equestrian Team.
The Workhorse Auction is expected to last

Seth Dixon/The News

Nathan Arnett, a senior from Southern Ill., rehearses
his role as the baker in the upcoming play Into The
Woods. The production can be seen tonight and tomorrow night at 7 p.m. and Sunday at 2 p.m. In the Robert
E. Jo h nson Theatre of the Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Ad m ission is free for university students.

Penny Wars raise
money for .charity
BY TAMMY ADAMS
(ONTRIBUTINC WRITER

The jars at each residential
college's front desk is more
than just pocket change.
The change represents the
combined efforts of students
on campus in a fundraiser
called Penny Wars.
Penny Wars is a competition
between the floors of each
dorm. Julie McMahon, adviser
of the National Residence JI all
Honorary. said the pennies
collected are totaled as points
in the competition.
Bills and silver change a~c
negative points. For example,
if 75 pennies are in a jnr and
someone throws in a quarter,
50 points are left, since the
quarter has a negative effect.
Silver and bills can be put in

opposing floors' jars to take
away from their positive
points.
The floor with the most positive points wins a pizza party.
There is also competition
between donns. The dorm
with the most overall points
wins a plaque. Penny Wars is
sponsored by the Residential
College Association and is put
on by the NRHH.
"Our goal is to raise $1000
this year," Aimee Berliner,
pre:>ident of.the NRHH, said.
The Penny Wars will end Nov. '
25.
The contest benefits both
students and charity. The
funds will be given to the
United Way which will then
split the money between several charities.

Black Student Council presents The Wiz
BY SHELLEY STREET
AND BRANDl W ILLIAMS
STAFF WRJTEIS

This weekend students will
have the opportunity to be off
to see the Wiz. No, not the
Wizard, the Wiz.
The Black Student Council
Theater Department has been
rehearsing for a production of
the Broadway musical "The
Wiz.. for the past eight weeks.
Between 80 and 85 students
are involved in the production
of "The Wiz," the director Rush
Trowel IV, sophomore from
Louisville, said.
"With it being student run,
everything is more laid back
and nonchalant," Clarence
Maxi , sophomore from Hop·
kinsville who was cast as 'The
Wiz', said. "'We are serious
during the rehearsals, but
things are not as intense."

"It has been interesting
because I have never been
involved in a student production before," she said.
"It is a lot of hard work to be
in an all-student production,
but you become closer to the
people that you work with,"
Brandon .James, sophomore
from Owensboro who will be
playing 'The Scarecrow,' said.
"You get more individualized
attention. The directors in student productions are on your
level, and they do not expect
you to know everything," said
Andrea Fields, junior from
Lexington who will be portraying 'The Lion.'
Although this is a production that has been known to be
primarily oriented toward
Blacks, the Black Student
Council Theater Department
welcomed all students who
wanted to audition.

In fact Brance Cornelius, a
white student from Lexington,
was cast as 'The Tin Man."
"I have never walked into a
rehearsal and felt uncomfortable," Cornelius said. "They
never looked at me as white,

''

It is a jazzed u p,
hlp hop version of
the Wizard of Oz.' '
-ct.Alt:ENCE

MAxi,

CAST IIEIIBER

and I never looked at them as
black. We simply looked at
each other as people coming
together to put on a show."
"We did not set out to make
this an all-black production.
Anyone was welcome to audition," Maxi said. "However,
many people were hesitant to
audition because it is known
as an all-black production, and

they felt that they could not
get a part."
Although several cast members are very excited about the
show, some are ready for it to
be over.
"I will be kind of glad when
it is over because running,
jumping and growling can be
very tiring," Fields said. "Also,
my character passes out a lot
in the show which hurts
because I always hit my head."
The production will differ
from the classic Wonderful
Wizard of Oz in that the main
character, Dorothy, will meet
some different characters on
her journey through Oz. 'rhc
songs in the production nrc noL
the traditional ones either.
"It's just a soulful Wizard of
Oz," Trowel said.
"It is a jazzed up, hip hop
version of the Wizard of Oz,''

Maxi said, "The music is very
energetic and keeps the audicnce excited."
'1'he one thing that the
audience will remember is the
l:iongs," .James said.
Trowel described the show
as a ''family" production, so
kids of all ages are welcome to
attend. The show opens this
weekend.
Show times will be tonight
at 7:30, tomorrow at 8 p.m.
and Sunday at 4:30 p.m. Tickets are $5 and may be pur·
chased at the door of Lovett
Auditorium.
Proceeds from the production of "The Wiz" will go to the
Black Student Council. Previous production profits have
provided funds for guest
speakers, receptions and a
retreat.

College Life
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Goodnight," she sings about
the one thing everyone can
relate to- loosing the one you
love, or at least you think you
love at the time.
Nevertheless, the songs are
very singable. And, unlike
many female musicians, not
every song bashes men. There
is an equal balance of songs
about hope and despair .
What is great about this CD
is that Chapman's style is
completely unclassi:fiable. She
could be county, alternative or
pop. Any type of personality
could find her music er\ioyable.
However , I would not recommend this CD to anyone of the
male species. For some reason
I do not believe they would get
the mystical female empowerment exemplified in this
a lbum . The entire CD was
designed for women to listen

MusicRet 1ieu;
Brandi Williams

While in Chicago for a newspaper convention recently, I
realized that the best element
of attending conventions is
• free stuff!
One of the free items I
received was a promotional CD
~Y Beth Nielson Chapman,
Sand and Water. As soon as i
listened
to the first song, I
,
K.new this artist was nothing
less than fabulous.
The first track is t his very
soft piano with Chapman's
v~ice singing a child-like
melody. In the song, "The
Color of Roses," the only person I could possibly ever compare Chapman to would be the
ever-so-graceful Tori Amos.
However, as the CD moves on
~ to other tr acks, the attitude in
1lw

UOllltl~l\llNR

Chapman's music seems to
change.
Chapman tests her strengths
with several different musical
styles. In "All the Time in the
World," her style reminds me
of The Cowboy Junkies, a
down home bluesiness with an
emphasis on the acoustic guitar. While in the song "Heads
Up for the Wrecking Ball," the
style is practically a replica of
the country music singer Patti
Loveless. In fact, Chapman
seems to have also mirrored
Loveless's harmonic southern
twang.
Also, Chapman is not
qeprived of the most important
e lement of music, the use of
good lyrics. In the song "Say

to when they are under
extreme PMS. This way they
can get emotional in the music
instead of plotting t.o kill their
boyfriend.
Sand and Water: 8+

Top five COs of the week
I .Mystlkal • UrtfJredlctable
l. Dave Matthews Band • Uve
3. MCEiht • Lost Man
StandlnJ
4. Three 6 Malia • Chopter 2
5. Ouy Osborne· Ouman
Cometh

Top Country COs
I. Steve Earle • £1 Corazon
l. LeAnn Rimes - You Ufht

Up My Life
J. Shanla TwaJn • Come On

a.-

4. Mindy McCready • If I
Don't .Stay the Nltht

s. lrr(onr;arion supplied by

T~n Sfdlion

.,

By Gabe Martin

And I suppose that you gentlemen
expect this committee to believe that the
product you are foisting on the American
people i s , In fact,liQI' addlctlve?l

t

I

Friday, Nov. 14
•Play: "Into the Woods," a fairy
tale which takes the characters
on a "happily ever after'' romp
through the kingdom, 7 p.m. in
the Robert E. Johnson Theatre
in the Doyle Fine Arts Center
•Art Auction: Preview begins at
6 p.m •• auction begins at 7:30
p.m., Eagle Gallery in the Doyle
Fine Arts Center
-open Riding: 5:30 to 7 p.m. at
the West Kentucky Exposition
Center, 7 to 8 p.m. traihing barrel runs

Saturday, Nov. 15
•Speech and Hearing ScreenIng: 9 a.m. to noon on the first .
floor of the Special Education
Building
-computer Classes: Internet
Basics from noon to 1:30 p.m.
and HTML from 2 to 3:30 p.m.
in the lowry learning Center
.Concert: Ronnie McDowell, 8
p.m. at the Executive Inn-River·
front in F?aducah
•Concert: Motley Crue with
Cheap Trick, 7:30p.m. at the
Southern Illinois University
Arena in Carbondale, Ill.
•Play: "Into the Woods," a fairy
tale that takes the characters on
a "happily ever after" romp
through the kingdom, 7 p.m. in
the Robert E. Johnson Theatre
in the Doyle Fine Arts Center
•Meeting: lutheran Student
Fellowship, 5:30 p.m. at the
Immanuel lutheran Church
•Play: "Into the Woods," a fairy
tale that takes readers on a
"happily ever after" romp
through the kingdom, 2 p.m. in
the Robert E. Johnson Theatre
In the Doyle Fine Arts Center
•Recital: Senior recital by
Michelle Crook on the clarinet,
3:30 p.m. in the Performing Arts
Hall in the Doyle Fine Arts Center

'<!
~
I

J

WeekAbearl

Sunday, Nov. 16

Monday, Nov. 17

.~

··-~--

-so your boyfriend wants to date other people.

J ~~~~~--~~~~~~~-r~--~-------£_J

'

What's the bie deal?"

Lt\fler the Senators finished raking l h'e

tobacco company
e
xecutives
over
the
coals
;
they
started
on Haagen Dazs .
4
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Chapman's talents vary
Beth Nielson Chapman
~and and Water

Murray

"He wants to date you~"

•All Campus Bible Study: 6
p.m. at the Baptist Student
Union
aSemlner : Study Habits, 12:30
to 1:20 p.m. In the Mississippi

Room on the third Hoor of the
Curris Center
-concert: 311 with Sugar Ray,
7 p.m. at the Southam Illinois
University Arena in Carbondale,
Ill.

Tuesday, Nov. 18
•Adopt-A-Smoker: 1:30 a.m. to
1 p.m. in the Curris Center
•Swap Fest: sponsored by Elizabeth College, 7 to 9 p.m. at
Elizabeth College
-concert: Murray State University Chamber Singers: B p.m . in
the Performing Arts Hall in the
Doyle Fine Arts Center
VVednesda~No~1 9

•Adopt-A-Smoker: 11 :30 a.m.
to 1 p.m. in the Curris Center
•Fair: Smoke Out Fair in Rocking Chair lounge of Curris Center 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
•Worship: 7 p.m. at the Murray
Christian Fellowship House
•Deadlines: Last day to drop
taught only in second halfsemester. Last day to change
any second half-semester
course from credit to audit
•Birthday Bash: sponsored by
Elizabeth College's coul'lcil tor
the residents, 5 p.m. in the
lobby of Elizabeth College
•Concert: Murray State University Jazz Band, 8 p.m. in the
Lovett Auditorium
•Hypnotist: Tom Duluca, 7:30
p.m. in the Curris Center Ballroom on the third floor of the
Curris Center
-comedian: Emmy Gay, 7:30
p.m. in the Curris Center Theatre on the third floor of the
Curris Center

Thursday, Nov. 20
•The Great American SmokeOut: 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the
Curris Center
•TNT-Creative Worship: 6 p.m.
at the Baptist Student Union
•Meeting: Gamma Beta Phi,
4:30 and 9 p.m. in the Barkley
Room on the third floor of the
Curris Center
-concert: University Chorale
and Chorale Union, 8 p.m. in
•
Lovett Auditonum

'

The U.S.
SPACE &
CKET CENTE

-Make a fastbreak for Papa John's
to make a steal on these great deals.

r--------------,
one Large

,

1

:

one Topping

:

:

$6.98

:

I
I

I
I

1 with coupon. Melli noc lie combined wlch 1
1
odler oiJen.
1
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one Large

1
I
1

TWO ToppIngs "

an

1

order of breadsdcks

:I

$8.96

1wlclt coupon.
I

1
I

1
1

:I

May noc be comiHMd wklt 1
odter oJJen.
I
IJCplres: Dec. t.f

L--------------
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one small

We're Searching for Counselors

TWO

Toppings &
Two cans of
coca-cola®

classlfl
$5 99

t
With coupon.
MGII not h com•laed wfcll other
•II•" IJCplres: Dec. ••

L------------.J

A representatvie will be on campus Tuesday, Nov. 18,
conducting an INFORMATION SESSION at 4 p.m. in the
Barkley Room - Curris Center

Interviews will be conducted Wednesdy, Nov. 19

•

Must have completed your sophomore year of college.
Some experience working with young people desired.
ALL MAJORS WILL BE CONSIDERED. Free housing, meals

and uniforms are provided. Positions also include hourly wage
and paid training. Choose from a January or Febuary 1998
Training date.

for more info. contact the Murray State Office of Ca reer Services or

Dixieland Shopping Center

The U.S.
SPACE &
OCKET CENTE

753-6666

205-721-7191 or
E-mail: hr@spacecmp.com

~·re
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Smoke-out coming soon Seminar focuses on
BY HEATHER MARIE MARTIN

BY BRANDl WILLIAMS

Smoking facts

STAFF WRITER

STAFF WRITflt

Are you trying to quit smoking, but your
willpower just won't let you?
If so, you are in luck.
The American Humanics class will be sponsoring a 24-hour Smoke-out on Nov. 20 in conjunction with The American Cancer Society.
The cancer society sponsors a Great American Smoke-Out every year to help adult
smokers break their habit for a healthier living.
Judy Lyle, staff nurse at Health Services, is
acting as the consultant for the class with
their "Adopt-a-Smoker" project.
"This is a chance for everyone to try to quit
smoking for 24 hours," Lyle said.
The American Humanics class is encouraging people to "Adopt a Smoker." Any nonsmoker or non-tobacco user can adopt a smok·
er for the day. This entitles the non-smoker to
periodically contact and encourage the smoker
to quit for the 24-hour period.
Leigh Mahoney, chairperson for the American
Humanics class, has been busy scheduling
and organizing the "Adopt-a-Smoker" pro·
gram.

The world is very diverse
and so is Murray State's campus.
Just by working on campus,
students are surrounded by
people of different ethnic backgrounds and personalities, and
many are not sure of how to
be sensitive to those differences. For this ·reason, the
Curris Center is sponsoring a
seminar on Diversity in the
Workplace.
"Each director sets goals,
and one of my goals was to set
up a workshop for the student
staff," Jim Bauer, director of
the Cu.rris Center, said. "I
think it is very important for
the staff to be sensitive to several diversities."
The program was originally
designed for the student staff,
but it is open to anyone on
campus.
Muhammad Khan, a gradu·

•In 199-4, an estimated .fa million adults were
current smokers in the United States. Of
those, 21 percent of adults smoked every day.
•Smoking prevalence Js higher for men than
for women.
•In 1995, Youth Risk Behavior Survey, adolescent smokers were profiled, revealing more
than three mRIIon American adolescents currently smoke cigarettes.
•White students are more likely than AfricanAmerican or Hispanic studenu to smoke frequently.
Source: AmericxJn Cancer Society

Mahoney said during the day, a section of the Rocking Chair Lounge will be
blocked off for board games. Prizes will be
given out every 30 minutes or on the hour to
the smokers and nonsmokers depending on
the amount of prizes donated.

ate assistant at the Currie
Center, said that during the
six years he worked there, he
tried to start a program with
the Multicultural Center to
get people of different ethnic
backgrounds together.
"When Jim Bauer mentioned
the idea of the diversity work·
shop, I thought it would be a
good idea to open it to the
entire campus," Kahn said.
"We have 300 plus international students on this campus
and they have to learn how to
interact with Americans," he
said.
"I believe that we all have
more in common than we do
differences, and at least in the
workshop we can talk about
what we have in common
instead of our differences,"
Kahn said.
"It is easy for us to complain
and conde:mn. it is human
nature, but it is not so easy to
be positive and make a difference. The workshop teaches us

diversity ~
not to label, and that there is
a lot we can talk about if we
put our differences aside," he t
added.
"
Steve Birdine, coordinator of ,
diversity programs at Indiana . ;
,
University in Bloomington,
Ind., will speak at the semi}
nar. He has conducted work~
shops throughout the Midwest, and he will provide participants with Steps for
Becoming an Inter-Culturally
Sensitive Person.
"From working at the Curris
Center and from the comments that I have gotten from
people, I have learned that
people do not understand or ~
they try not to understand,"
~
Kahn said. "At least we can
\
get the whole campus to learn '
that you must go inside to
•
learn where a person is coming from."
The workshop will be Sun·
·
day in the Currie Center auditorium. Refreshments will be
provided at the end.
l

.

1
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Students travel to England, Australia with Study Abroad program 1
BY BRANDl WILLIAMS
STAFF WRITER

Many students have dreams of
traveling to different countries, and
with the winter break program sponsored by the Cooperative Center for
Study Abroad (CCSA) they can make
that dream a reality.
This winter break, students will be
traveling to London or Australia to
study and receive college credit. Of ·

the more than 120 students who will
be going to London this December, 19
are from Murray State. AB of press
time, no one had signed up for the
Australia trip.
David Balthrop, director of theater,
will be teaching a class in British
theater and production in London
this year. This is his second year to
teach.
"It is an experience that you can
not get anywhere in the United

States," Balthrop said. "Even if you
go to New York, you cannot get the
same experience.
"It is also a non-threatening overseas trip, because there is no Ian·
guage barrier," he added.
Mark Games, a junior from Radcliffe, has gone on the London trip for
the past two years and studied with
the London Theater Group.
"I thought the trip was an incredible opportunity, especially for theater

majors," Games said.
"It was really great to be able to go
and see a show anytime you wanted
to go, instead of waiting for one to
come into town," Games said. "Plus
the London culture is ~onderful."
Students selected should be sophomores with at least a 2.0 GPA. The
course students study overseas must
be related to their major.
"This is a study program, not a
paid vacation," said Celia Wall, cam-

t

pus representative and member of
the Board of Directors for CCSA.
~
Students will receive three hours 1,
credit for the course they choose to
take, however, the time abroad is not
long enough to complete the course.
They will have to finish the course
f
work during the spring semester
after they return.
D
The deadline for the 1998 trip has
passed, so people interested will have
to wait until next year.
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I f'C bans women from Hotdogger RCA conference
Bv BETH BRADLEY
STAfF WRITER

The Inter-fraternity Council decided on
Oct. 15 that females will no longer be
allowed at the IFC Hotdogger.
"The females have nothing to do with
brotherhood," Ross Leigh, IFC Rush
.Chair, said. It is not promoting the actual
fraternity."
Leigh also said there have been problems in the past with females talking to
the male rushees as soon as they walk in
the door and directing them to fraternity
tables. He believes the rushees should be

allowed to move about freely.
Jeff Wilson, IFC President, said space
for the Hotdogger is limited and this may
help overcrowding.
•r think this will give a better overall
image of what the fraternity is about," he
said. "However, it will have no effect on
what happens at the individual houses."
Leigh said there are other proposals
IFC is looking into for rush.
One idea is to allow guests to register
before the actual Hotdogger. This would
include informational sessions within the
Residential Colleges as well as sessions
for commuters. A sign-up table would also

be set up in the Curris Center the week
before rush began.
There is also discussion of changing IFC
policy so fraternities could take incoming
freshmen.
"This has not passed, but it is something we are looking into," Leigh said.
"Our overall goal is to increase rush numbers, and to support the growing fr aternities on this campus.
''We want to promote (the fact) that
Greeks hold 96 percent of the offices on
campus. We have high grades, and hold
our heads high because we are proud of
who we a re."

Transportation options available for students
Bv KRISTIN HI LL
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

When college students get in
a pinch over lack of a ride, one
option they often fail to
remember is public transportation.
One option to consider is
Express Taxi. The company
offers an affordable rate for
the low-budget college student,
Steve Jones, manager of the
taxi service, said. When traveling within the city of Murray,
the rate is $5.
The fee includes the drive
and a five-minute stOp.

"I've learned that a trip
through Wendy's drive-thru
takes three minutes/' Jones
said with a chuckle.
The long-distance rates
apply to destinations up to 200
miles away. Generally the
cost is $1 per mile. Another
bonus Jones offers is a flat fee
of $50 to the Paducah Airport.
Express Taxi has one cab
that is used, and a back-up
cab. The only regulation is
that only four passengers may
ride in the vehicle at once.
The hours are Monday
through Thursday 8:30 a.m. to
9 p.m., and Friday and Satur-

day 8:30 a.m. to 10 p.m. Jones
is willing to extend his hours
and make exceptions to accommodate customers. He can be
contacted at 759-TAXI.
Another mode of public
transportation , Murray Transit, has seen increased interest
from college students during
the last six months, Sherry
Parrish, manager, said.
The bussing system makes
runs to all the shopping centers on the north side of town,
including the Dollar General
Store, Kroger, Wal-Mart and
Coast-to-Coast every hour .
In addition to the regular

route, Murray Transit operates on customer demand.
Murray Transit has seven
minibuses, with six drivers
catering to the community's
needs.
Business hours are Monday
th rough Friday 7 a.m. to 4:45
p.m., with a $2 charge for each
ride in town. However, if the
customer is going to a number
of places and has already paid
initial charges of $4, each
additional ride is 25 cents.
Parrish said s pecial holiday
rates are available each year.
For more information call 7539725.

comes to Murray
BY H EATHER M ARIE MARTIN
STAff WRITER

Murray State wiU host t.he
Kentucky Association of College and University Residence Halls (KACURH> Feb.
20- 22. Various schools from
around Kentucky are expected to attend.
Murray State's Residential
College Association attended
last years KACURH at the
University of Kentucky.
RCA members wanted to
host the next convention so
they placed a bid and at the
end of the convention, MSU
was awarded the honor of
hosting KACURH in 1998.
Aimee Berliner, chairperson of RCA. is in charge of
organizing the event.
"The last time Murray
State hosted this convention
was in the late '80s," Berlin·
er said. "We are very excited
to see how it tums out.~
Schools will arrive on Feb.
20 and register for accommodations at the AmeriHost

Inn in Murray. Later that
night, at role call, each
school will pe_rform a skit to
present itself to the other
universities.
A full day is planned to
interest the visitors. Saturday mominf(s program contains five sessions, and after
lunch, schools will present
the top 10 program sessions.
At a banquet on l3aturday
;night, KACURH will present
awards to outstanding
schools.
On Sunday, Murray State
will provide a breakfast for
the delegates before they
return to their respective colleges.
The various sChools planning to attend the function
include Western Kentucky
University, University of
Louisville, University of
Kentucky, Spalding University, Morehead State University, Northem;Kentucky
University, Kentucky Wes·
leyan University and Eastem Kentucky University.
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SportsBJ·ief'
Expo Center hosts
sanctioned barrels
The West Kentucky
Exposition Center will play
host to a combination
open
riding/sanctioned
barrel race starting tonight
at 5:30 with open riding.
The open riding portion
of the event will last until 7
p.m., when there will be
training barrel practice
until 8 p.m. The night's festivites will end with a
training barrel jackpot.
There will be a $5
grounds fee charged per
horse. Barrel racers may
pay $3 per run with unlimited runs during training
barrel practice. Jackpot
entry fees are $1 0 per
person.
For more information
call Sheri Paschall at (502)
435~40 I I or the Expo
Center at 762-3125.
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Volleyball wins on senior night
•Volleyball: After the win over
Austin Peay Tuesday night, the
Racers set their sights on Tennessee State.
BY

jASON YATES

STAFF WRITU

The Murray State volleyball team
said goodbye to four seniors Tuesday
night, but not before the quartet led
MSU to a 15-13, 15-9, 15-13 victory over
Austin Pcay State University.
Kristi Hoffman. Jill Kennedy, Chandra Brashers and Melissa DeRan left
the Racer Arena floor for the last time
as winners, Mmething they have
become accustomed to during their stint
as Racers. Interim head coach Sarah
Dearworth said the seniors were invaluable to the team's success this season.
"The seniors have meant a great deal

to this team," Dearworth said. "They
have displayed leadership, heart and a ' ' We should win the
positive attitude during their careers."
match in three games,
MSU got off to a slow start in game
one as APSU jumped on top of the Racbut TSU can surprise
ers 13-7 to begin the game. However,
you. We have to be on
behind the seven kills of Kennedy and
junior Stephanie Diebold, MSU ran off
our toes. ' '
the next eight points to grab the upper
-SARAH D EARWORTH,
hand over the Lady Governors. DearRAcER VOLLEYBALL COACH
worth credited the team's shaky start to
the slow pace of APSU's playing style.
Momentum stayed with MSU, and
Sophomore Krista Shumard came off
Kennedy, an outside hitter from the bench and momentarily stole the
Louisville,
continued
to shine. spotlight from the seniors with a dazKennedy's five kills led the Racers to a zling performance. Shumard con15-9 triumph in game two. Kennedy was tributed 11 kills and three service aces
very pleased to get an opportunity to as MSU closed out the contest with a15perform on her last night in front of the 13 win in the final game.
home crowd.
Despite Shumard's strong outing, the
"I wanted to play well to prove just night belonged to the seniors. Kennedy
how hard l have worked over my four tied a career high with 16 kills and
years here," she said.
added 19 digs. DcRan had seven kills

and led the team with 20 digs, while'
Brashers added six kills and 18 digs and
Hoffman contributed 57 assists and four
block assists .
The Racers (19-10, 13-4) now prepare
. for their final Ohio Valley Conference
tilt of the regular season. MSU will do
battle with Tennessee State at 7 p.m. in
Nashville tonight.
MSU is currently tied with TenneRsee
Tech for second place in the OVC, one
game behind Southeast Missouri State.
Despite an easy victory over TSU Sept.
30, the team knows it has to stay
focused to be successful.
"We should win the match in three
games, but TSU can surprise you,"
Dearworth said. "We have to be on our
toes."
Kennedy agrees with her coach.
"TSU has come a long way in the past
year," she said. "We can't take anything
for granted."

-
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Defensive back Se bastrian
Jackson sacks East ern Illino is quarterback Hike
Simpson during the Rae·
ers' upset of the then
ninth-ranke d team In the
Division 1-AA polls. The
victory moves the Racers
to 6-4 on t he season .
(Below left) The Racers
signify their team unity in
a huddle before the game.

Rodeo week to
start Sunday
The week of Nov. 16-22
will be dedicated to the
sport of rodeo.
Members of the University's rodeo team recently
met with city Mayor Bill
C herry to dedicate this
week, which leads up to
the Fall College Rodeo,
• which starts Thursday.
A parade has been
planned for Saturday,
which will begin at I0 a.m.
It will begin at Ryan Foods,
following the route down
Chestnut Street. and will
end at the Expo Center.

...·...·-

Photos by
Danny Vowell
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•Football: Marcus Stepp
earned OVC Defensive
Player of the Week honors
for his play Saturday
against Eastern Illinois.
Bv EDDIE

Football heads to
Tennessee State
The Murray State football team will end Its regular-season as they face the
Tennessee State Tigers in
Nashville Saturday. Kickoff
is slated for I :30 p.m.

Men's basketball
facing Dayton
Regular-season
play
begins for the men's basketball team Wednesday as
they travel to Dayton,
Ohio to face the University of Dayton.

GRANT

AsSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Call it what you will luck, a
fluke, or a hard-fought victory,
the Racers defeated the Eastem Illinois Panthers Saturday
24-17 in their final home game
of the year.
In a picture-perfect example
of football, the Racers took the
opening kickoff and marched
down the field in a six-play. 61yard drive 'to put themselves
ahead 7-0. This stellar drive
was capped off by quarterback
Dan Loyd's first pass of the
game; a 14-yard strike to a
wide-open Reginald Swinton in
the end zone.
This drive ate up the first five
minutes of the opening frame,

which saw a back-and-forth
battle between these two
squads. It would be the aveleading .Panthers who would
score next on a 21-yard pass
from Mike Simpson to Solomon
Burcy, with just under a
minute in the first quarter.
Then Murray regained the
lead when Rob Hart booted a
32-yard field goal to bring the
score to 10-7. Eastern Illinois

countered again when Simpson
threw a 25-yard pass from to
Burcy to give them the 14-10
advantage, where it stayed
until the half.
After the break with 7:15
remaining in the third quarter
Anthony Downs leaped into the
end zone for a 2-ynrd run. This
score after Rob Hart's pointafter gave the Racers a threepoint cushion at 17-14. But the
Panthers weren't done yet.
After four more minutes had
ticked off the clock, EIU's Chad
Lamer knotted the score at 1717 by booting his 37-yard
attempt between the uprights.
The final and deciding blow
came when the Loyd-Swinton
combo connected again for a 57·
yard touchdown pass which
gave Murray the lead for good
and brought the score to 24-17
after Rob Hart's point-after.
"This was an emotional win,"
said Head Coach Denver Johnson. "Today we made the plays
we had to in order to win."

Johnson alluded to the fact that
the players that are relied on
for those "plays" did what was
expected to in this game. One of
these players was Marcus
Stepp. Stepp, a transfer from
Miami, (Ohio), tallied 10 tackles and three sacks, costing the
Panthers a total of 34 yards.
This performance was good
enough to earn him OVC
Defensive Player-of-the-week
honors.
Johnson said be was proud
that his team hadn't written off
the season after the loss to Tennessee Tech.
'"This team had an excellent
opportunity to cash it in this
season and start looking to
next year but they didn't,"
Johnson said.
He also praised his coaching
staff who he believes have
taken a lot of undue criticism
over the course of the season.
Saturday, the Racers will finish its season against Ten nessee State.

Spot Ligbt
Captains Anthony Downs (left)
and Ronnie Me rritt walk o ut to
midfie ld prior to the start of
the ga m e Saturday against
Eastern Illinois for the tradi·
tional coin toss.

Marcus Stepp,
Krista Shumard
Marcus Stepp and Krista
Shumard are in this week's
Racer Spotlight.
Stepp. junior defensive
lineman from Fort Wayne,
Ind., tallied I 0 tackles and
three sacks in the Racers'
upset of Eastem Illinois.
Stepp earned OVC Defensive Player-of-the-Week
honors for his play.
Shumard, sophomore
from Stewardson, Ill., collected I I kills In the Racers' victory over Austin
Peay Tuesday.

HustlelJfaJ '
All-time records
Tennessee State holds a
5-4-0 overall record over
the Racers in football. The
series started in 1988.

Source: MSU Sporn Information

Point-guard debate leads to shootout
Who's the bes t point !,ruard,
Gary Payton or Allen Iverson?
Sports
Two dead people couldn't
Tct!k~
decide.
Sunday, two l'elatives outside
an inner-city Philadelphia
GREG
development were gunned
STARK
down while arguing hars hly
about the s tar point-guards.
Ironically, Payton's Sonics were
in town playing the 76crs, lver·
ing another relnt1ve, Montrell
son's team.
The relatives were Derrick Wa~ hington , Derrick's brother.
Washington
and
Jameka 1\tontrell was treated and
Wright, and both stnrted argu- released a t a Philadelphia hosing about the two professional pital.
When I read tlus w1rc release
basketball players, and then
started arguing about other in Th e P aducah Sun, I first
subjects, when out of nowhere, thought th at both had started
shooting each other over the
gunfire rang out.
The gunfire claimed Wash- basketball debate. When I read
ington and Wright, wh ile injur- iL ':loser, l rculizcd I was wrong.

Apparently the crossfire had
nothing to do with the argument, but one day, it could happen.
Many people take sports,
such as basketball, football and
baseball too seriously. I have
heard many debates such as
this, and they are usually in
jest.
It frustrates me when I see
many people debate over who is
better, and then it turns into an
argument. That is wrong.
Sports are fun to watch, but
sometimes we get too involved
in it.

Ch -ch-ch cha nges
Another thing that irks me is
a change in college basketball

this year.
quarters are for one reason.
Much
like
restaurants
Money.
shouldn't put sugar in comLord knows, we all need more
bread, college basketball games money. Breaks between quar·
shouldn't be played in quarters. ters can make more space for
One of the first regular sea- those much-needed advertisers,
son games was played Tuesday who are the main cash cow fo r
night. It featured Georgia and television networks.
N.C. State.
A good change for the game of
I tuned in to the game, and to college basketball is the rei'nstimy amazement. N.C. State was tution of the five-second rule. If
beating Georgia by a score of a player has control of the ball
11-3 ncar what I thought. was for more than five seconds, and
the end of the first half. is within five feet of a defender,
Instead , it was toward the end then it is a turnover. This rule
of the first quarter. That made will keep the players on their
me furious.
toes more and will benefit quick
High school games arc in defensive teams.
quarters and NBA games nre in
quarters. That affects the ebb
and flow ofthc competition.
Greg Stark is the sports editor
I believe that the games in of The Murray State News.

-
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Racers win
Equine successful
first exhibition

-EquestriaD: The Murray State etpteS- petitione. The team also performed well in
trian team finished high in tMir own the Open Rail and Intermediate competitions,
tournament; look forward to future taking home nine awards in those two events.

meets.

'

BY JASON BIWNCSlEY

5TAFPWama

•Men's basketball: Newcomer Issac Spencer led a ' ' I think the fans
balanced Racer scoring
will get excited
attack with 20 points in the
about some of the
Racers'
victory
over
dunks and plays.
VASDA Sunday.
I think our guys

V ASDA cut the lead to 54-39 by

halftime.
VASDA closed the score to
61-51 early in the second half,
but the Racers went on an 13-3
run to expand the lead to 74-54.
Gottfried said the fans will be
pleased with what the Racers
play hard and w1ll have to offer this year.
BY GREG STARK
"I think the fans are going to
SPORTS EDITOR
be fun to watch.
get excited about some of the
Sparked by consistent efforts,
dunks and plays," he said. "'
think our guys play bard and
the Murray State men's basketWill be fun to watch."
ball team topped its first exhiWith the victory, Gottfried
bition opponent of the season,
said there is still work to do,
VASDA. 98-79 Sunday in Racer
Arena.
Leading the Racers in but thinks they are in good
The Racers were led by rebounds, was Duane Virgil, shape.
"I think we are getting
sophomore forward
Issac who cleaned the glass with 14
Spencer, who scored 20 points. boards. Chad Townsend led the there," he said. "Our defense is
good. I think we are going to be
He was followed by OVC Pre- Racers in assists with 10. •
season Player of the Year
"I really like our defensive a team to beat."
After the Racers' game with
Deteri Mayes, who scored 19. intensity," said Head Coach
points. Rod Murray came off Mark Gottfried. "As long as Banka Slovatska Croatia
the bench to add 18 points. He they play hard, that's what I Thursday, MSU's next opponent will be the University of
was perfect from the field, hit- like."
ting all eight field goal
The Racers' biggest lead in Dayton in Dayton, Ohio. Tip-off
attempts.
the first half came at 39-17, but is set for 7:30 p.m. Wednesday.

''

Good Luck
Racer FootbaU Team
in the last game of the season!

Murray State students enjoyed a three-day
weekend last month for Fall Break, but not
everyone left town. The MSU Equestrian
Team stayed and hosted the annual MSU
Intercollegiate Hone Show from Oct. U-26.
Six schools attended including: Western
Kentucky University, Southern ~linois Uni'N!Wi~, Southwest Miuouri State University,
Truman University, Middle Tenneaaee State
Univeraity and Rhodes Collep.
Murra,y Statfirs Stock Seat and Hunt Seat
team~ enjoyed ·a1JCC888 during the three-day
fteD&.

Nathan Smith. Betsy GniCa and Cara Leach
earned individual hcmora for the Stock seat
t.eam. while Becky Reville, Ariel Bu.frmen and
Ella &bnaou captured individual hoDora for
the Himt S.t tea:m.
On Friday ~ th& $took Seat team took
home fOur firtrt;.pt.c& finiahea in the ~
~ ~· J and Beginner competitiomJ,
Murray was ~in all theca~ :wUb
Jive of the top senD fiaiaben in the ()pea

.a.n

co~

OA SidUrda1 ~ the Stock SeM 1etam
home f'our more ~ ftnW. in
Ope Rami, Advanced D and 'B.eptner GOlD*
~look

~ "Mu~.f~~
~~~;5!
artns
ad In for a

~

• Carry-out available
·Catering
• Gift certificates
·Banquet Room

Hours:
sunday-Thursday
11 a.m.-9:30p.m.
Friday & saturday
11 a.m. • 10:30 p.m.

30 Items
this
FRD
Iced tea wleh buffet!
--cc Buffet served 7 days a week.
'll- t 04M. Discount wlch MSU student LD.

406 N. 12th St
Next to Pizza Hut
759-2348

The Hunt Seat team competed on Saturday
aad Sunday. Murray State was again well
represented at the awards table. The team
took aix tirat-place finishes out JOf the nine
events it competed in.
The Advanced Walk-Trot-Canter team took
two of the top four places in that competition.
Sunday's competition also featured several
MSU studente with first-place finishes, as
Equestrian team members took six first-place
finiahee in the nine events.
The coach of the Murray State Equestrian
Team is Brian Terry. Terry stated that the
both the Stock and Hunt teams are currently
in ftrat place in the region. Murray is currently getting more recognition by other tournaments and horse shows, which accounts for
a busy schedule for the Murray Equestrian
Team.
The Equestrian Team will be taking part in
two tournaments the weekend of December 6.
The firat tournament will be at South Carolina University for the Equestrian Classic. This
tounwnent will consist of 14 Division 1-A
schools from all over the United States. Th~re
is also a tournament in Morehead, KY on the
same day. This tournament, called the TourDQ~ent of Champions, will consist of all the
teama in Murray's region. Other shows and
~ta will be on Dec. 18 in Murphysbaro, Tenn. and the last week of Spring Break
u the University of New Mexico.

L~ve,

The sisters of AiliT

JUHP~TART
ONLY NEED 6 HOURS TO
GRADUATE7
WHY NOT TAKE 6 HOURS OF
GRADUATE CLASSES ALSO? WHY
TAKE CLASSES YOU DON'T NEED
FOR YOUR MAJOR WHEN YOU
CAN EXPERIENCE GRADUATE
SCHOOL AND G ET A J.U.MESIART
ON YOUR MASTERS.
FOR INFORMATION ON MSU 'S
GRADUATE PROGRAMS CALL
762-6464.
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without
God, it's a
vicious circle.
In a world to often ruled by war, hunger, disease and
inhumanity, The Episcopal Church believes there is
hope. Join us and grow in the faith and fellowship of
Jesus Christ.
The Episcopal Church

workouts can
tone your thighs, buttocks and
hips, but ours does it whiletoach·
ing you self-defense techniques
like jabbing, kicking, punching
and blocking. You're not just
mindlessly
dancing
around,
you're learning to protoct
yourseHl

workout at over 800 calonos
burned an flour! It's an cxhtlarat·

ing, thigh·burmng, cnlouecrunch·
ing workout that's takmg
by storm

Amorica

Classes are 1or adults, only. you
W9ar regular workout clolhos,
toore's no wuforrt111, rto pi
contact and thoro's no ex

necessary.
Cardio·Karate ts yoUT best
fense in tho hght agamst tall
us toda)' lo tako advantage ol
introductory offer.

Call Today For Your FREE Trial Class!!

Nov. 21
7:30p.m.
FREE at Domino's
Sponsored by:

~

753-8111

1413 Olive Blvd. Murray
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Cardio KaraterM takes the music,
excitement and energy of an aerobics wo~OU1 and does It one
better:

Failure Is NOT AN OPTION
-

Unleash Your Potentlsll

St. John's Episcopal Church
•7---

1610 Main St. 753-6908
Sundays: The Holy Eucharist 8 & 10:30 a.m.

The Murray State News is

taking applications for next
semester until Nov. 25.
come and be a part of our team!

The· Murray State News
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Racers end season
in Volunteer State
Murray State Head Coach
Denver Johnson said he fears
the TSU offensive attack.
"It made my milk sour the
other day when I saw their
offensive stats," he said.
"They're going to make yards
and they will against us."
Although the Racers have
won the past two meetings
BY G REG STARK
against the Tigers, TSU has the
SPORTS EDITOR
overall lead in the series,.5-4-0.
The last time the Murray Tennessee State won five
State football team went to the straight while the Racers won
Volunteer State for a football the first two of the series.
Johnson said the Tigers' play
game, they came up on the
is
not reflective of their record.
short end of the stick.
"When
you watch them on
This time, they hope for a
film,
it's
hard
to get a gage on
more positive result.
them,"
he
said.
"They're playThe Racers lost to Tennessee
ing
some
awfully
good people.
Tech in Cookeville, Nov. 1, 16They've
come
close
to winning
13 in overtime. Th~ Racers
some
games.
They've
dropped
return to play Tennessee State
balls."
some
in Nashville Saturday. The
The Racers need some athletTigers defeated the Golden
ic
bodies to keep up with the
Eagles earlier this season.

•Preview: The Racers
hope that this trip to the
Volunteer State turns out
more positive than their
last trip, a loss to Thnnessee Tech which put
them out of the OVC race.

speed ofTSU, Johnson said.
"Speed kills," he said. "fve
told (cross country Head Coach
Bob) Doty I want some of the
speed guys. Speed causes
wrecks, and that is ~ngerous.
I think they have a pretty athletic team."
Johnson said the Racers'
defense has been strong lately.
"I think we've proved that
we're awfully good against the
run," he said. "If you want to go
back and throw it, you had better be able to protect."·
Even if they finish with a 7-4
record, Johnson said the
chances of getting into the playoffs are slim to none.
"'I think the chances of getting in the playoffs are slim,
but I hope there is some consideration if we finish 7-4," he
said.
Kickoff is set for 1:30 p.m.
Saturday in Nashville.
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Bulldogs, Buccaneers favored
Auburn at Georgia
This duel in Athens will go a
long way in determining who
will participate in the Southeastern conference championship game at the end of the
regular season. Auburn is in a
three-way tie for first place in
the west division with LSU and
Mississippi St., while Georgia
stands in a deadlock in the east
with Tennessee. The Tigers
were stunned two weeks ago by
Mississippi St. getting blanked
20·0. Their offense will have to
get back on the right track if
they have any kind of chance.
Georgia is coming off their emotional 37-17 thrashing of Florida two weeks ago. The Bulldogs' explosive running attack
has guided them to a surprisingly strong season and if the
Tigers are not careful, they will
be trampled just as the Gators
were two weeks ago.
Yickett's Pick- Georgia Sl
Auburn 20

New England at Tampa
Bay

Yickett'sPicks

Murray St.l6

jASON YATES

Kenwcky -41
Florida 3-4

·COLLEGE·

Can you believe that one of
the marquee games of week 12
will involve the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers? Yes, the Bucs are
7-3 and still have a shot at winning the NFC Central crown.
The Bucs' turnaround would
have to start with their signal
caller Trent Dilfer. Dilfer has
made great strides this year
and is starting to show the
promise that was expected of
him when he was a first- round
draft pick a couple years back.
Despite Dilfer's improvement, the strong point of this
team is their solid defense.
Head Coach Tony Dungy was a
defensive coordinator at Minnesota for years and has
instilled his hard-nose attitude
into Tampa's defensive corps.
The Patriots ended a threegame losing streak last week
with the help of former Murray
State Racer Derrick Cullors
and his 86-yard kick return.
The Patriots sorely need this

TENNESSEE ST. 10
VANDERBILT 27
SOUTH CAROUNA 9
ARKANSAS 7
Mississippi St. 16
Notre Dame 14
TULANE 19
Penn. St. 21
CLEMSON 17
OKLAHOMA21
Louisville I5
Color:ado 21

Tennessee 31

ALA8AMA 20
LSU 30
Ole Miu 2-4
PURDUE 23
North Carolin:a 28
Tex:as A&M 31

MEMPHIS 31
KANSAS ST. 37
UCLA 3-4
ARIZONA ST. 2-4

Wuhington l3
Oregon 14

-NFLWashington 23

DALlAS 13

Denver 27
Green Bay 3S

KANSAS CITY 7
INDIANAPOUS 6

Minnesot:a 31

DETROIT 16
Oncinn:ati 17

PITTSBURGH 26
BALTIMORE 27
JACKSONVILLE 2-4
Seattle 28
ST. LOUIS 38
NY GIANTS 20
SAN FRANCISCO 31
NY Jets 27
O:altl:and 27

Phil:adelphia 20
Tennessee 22
NEW ORLEANS 14
Ad:ant:a H

MIAM1l3

Arizon:a 9
Carolin:a 10
CHICAGO 13

SAN DIEG023
Buff:alo 1-4

game or they will fall into the
danger of missing the playoffs
after their Super Bowl season
last year.

Yick ett's Pick- Tampa Bay
21 New E ngland 17

Classifieds
Cc•njlr.ltuiltlon.• to Olelaea. I!IJtne, Sar:th,
Jnd Kri.'>ltn on
M-'U C.1n<hdatCI!
'IX'c're proud of you. • slstrts in A fA

M'"

A~. th:m~ for a~~ B.!n:ltl3fe:>tl We

had a

hb.,~ •

.AOO

l)ork. Good job on
!>JWII

~

J.Stronomy leal

llll the AOn1 nomtn:ti<'C.I for
'>IL''" ~tSU! • , your ~i:.ter.;
Al»i, So~ Fp,., and A0£1 you ore our

Con~tr:tts to

"hert)C• • We had fun ~~ the rniX<·r. l.t'l's
IJ,, it a11:1ln! • . ,,i.,ter.. of AfA

Af6.. Ate%>, and Icl>E 111anh for a l!ft'QI
m1xer1 We had a wonderful ume! • AOII
UIGJI)thl:une me ifymo mu,t1 hut you do
50 unfa~rly 1 mi."' )TJU &q,.,
11t mk>IO OKA and Af'Pfora ~~ F11m1 ·
II'I'S&Fl~··•.Aon

A0£1 .. so prowl o{ ;ill our s~er.. 1n
1-l"lP." • . your 'L.;tc:l'>

Ml~·

SElZEO CAliS from $175. P<>l'lithc:.,
C:ldol1.1c>, Chc"}.._, BMW'~<, v•rve~ro::. Al><1
}<'~'...... 4Wl)', Yotu Att:;t. Toll Pn:<: J;.aoo.
llii-5X)OO F.xt.A·7SOH lar rum:nt IL..ung._.._
LOST: ~1SU'" 751h Annl\'~1)' txuu~
l=h'ertl"nlly left rte:1F ~rk5 HJII :after
IIOO~e<.'OillUlg P.~racfc:. l>opt'r.lldy ll<·N..'d

for :tnnivea;:uy E\Tnl:i lhrouj!h Scpccrnbcr
l99tl . C:lU }<"..lllie .\lorjl;m .11 i61..(f}f(1 or
Punoc }<)11(... :tt 762·3-ln 1f you h,1~ infOf>
marion
MI:OICARE Rf\Cil'IEI'o'TS • art• ynu u.'ln~

NI!HUUZBR machmt'? ~lop payin!( lull
price for Alhm~l. Atrnvcnt <:It', ~iolulions.
Mt'dicare will pay ttu tnmt Wtl hrll
Mcdk:Jre for you ~n<.l >hlp darntly lQ yo11r
dour•.\.lf.D-A-SAVE f-&li).53R-~!1.
FREE • New Qrf.,;m, Gu10.:bnok, Oet·em•
hl'r :mtl Chri~m" C\·t'nts C:llcntl.Jr,
"Ovi'illna.• New Orle3n' Slyle", $2500 of
morx.-y "''1llg coupon-;, lodging j!Uide. :Ill

rn:e. l.:>!f.lt~7+-76115.

AfA new mc-mhc"';"'e :In: c-xolt'\lahout
mudikm on SuOO:iy. You 11\lYli m:zlce u.• :KJ
proud! • . •l'ilrr.. tn Af6.
Kcme ..ond Anj!te· )'>U j!U}'li haH' l~ one un
aWt'l'<>l~ ~>IJ! We can l w:ut r,,r l<>mMI. • •
V<>llr ~!>len. in A On
jenny W, and the philanthropy commoucc:
on " 'U<:l-e!Jul Rot:k·A-111<>0 Wt'llflprt-..·i·
''"' ~11 ol your hard work.• si>t<'ll' In AfA
ConJU:~L> to K:u:..-y & Jtm lot nn ln<:n."<hhlc
tMlltlrm • . your ''~"" an AOO
l.ooks hkl' ~~;~ lrlftl her ka:y;. Ht')'l Try
the :>JXlC wl~ you pt'C'd!

SKIN PRCJHIF..\t'i? - 1\1)' new tn:;~nncnt
IIC:ll• Jl<l!>n:!.'"' & t:l.'2~ r:u. St<~IS kch,
dc.1rs rcilno:,.,, 'Clk:s. l'n.'t' ontoon:~tion.
lien P H•rdy, PO liox UOI, Oid(,'IOn.'
T•·tu'lC:.....o;ee 37056.
MOilll£ HOM!' lOAN~ '5% down, refi·
nancing, o:qulty loan. Pn.-e ,.,.JJ,·rs p.lt'kJH<'.
lanc.Vho- loaM. Gra:n Tn'<' Fon;rndal
R:J0-221-8204 or tni-5S4-H717.
All. NEW · Happy Jack llQUI.YICT .l.X
..:nrnhlnd ,.;,!t~y. cllK.i<:n<.)' and <Tlnv~~
nicnce for mon•h~· P"-"'cnUon of mtcnul
par.u!t~ on ~ Avall:ib!t' Ul Southern

<.onscr.u.• to AOfh OC'\\. onod:uo, We an: ,¥Z
pnlUd of you llll and tm·c yoo :;o mil< hi
•• . ynur ~iste"'

"<'.,..sw • l~te ss for !!CNCtun:d I'd·

~lC'S.

tlt-mmt' and tlt.fem"d ln-ur:ance lhiln'>.
JG Wenrw•JCth l.fllll!·.?}l ·~37'i.
CASH NO\\'!! - W<: jlllrt·h:~....: mon!l'll(t'S.
annuofle.'. and busin~"' nou:' Sance 19K4

higbt'l't pfl=• paod. fn:<!'
Want~ female

Hazel

to •hare ~tl)te hc>ll'><' tn
$200/month.
Would prckr

'·IJrnlly • ~92-61 ~I

c:'tlm~tt'll,

prompt profe:..slonal wn.·r•c. Colono.U
l'onandal. l-800-9<19-12lJO Exro·n•lon ~~

CASH FOR HOMEOWNI':RS • Credot pn>f>.
lcm.• undt·,..,l•xKI no ~ppiK.IUCul f•-.·~ 1·
B!iR-2+1-9')()!1 a d1r~1 K<'tlluck)· lt"ndcr not

FREE PREGI'\AACY TESTS: UF'FHOl:SE.

a hroko.:r c'On..oiodne hilts home lmpn>h..
ment.s pa)•~fbnd ~-ontr:Kt< had n~'Cilt Olo\
~ dly do••nw- -..e c<>lllt' to yo ur home.
I>FIJT PK081.lt\.IS1 • Help uv:ulahle
S100,000 00 lidlC lunooiidnlon. Low Inter·

7')).()700

$700 weekly. Bcrtt:Ot• p.~t:ka)lc. I ~;s4682, 'lkn dial 200.

GOVERNMENT l'OREO.OSED home:
fnlfn pen me.' <>O • SI lklinquenr Tux,
ll.,po·~ REO'~ Your Area. toll 1'11!1: 1-!!00llll-9000 Ext. H-7SOA for ntm:nt ll'<lulH-'

Truck

dnvc-r.~

no:edc.'C.I now!!! No c:xp.:n·

your COL With
467-31Jl6
Texa.' ln:.~rument ·n·!U h:md held ca!CIJbt<>r $40. Call 7S}-11"6

Window una Kenmore air wod-KJner S60
753-U"6
Aklu.• ~krr $Oiiw:lre fot M.1dntoolh
Version S.O Unopeocd Sl20

76l·2m

or

75HI76
WOlFF TANNING !lt::O • l'nn at home
Ruy <.lort:<-1 :~nd ,,...,! C.<lfnmer~t•l•1•ome
unit~ from $19'}.00. l.uw monthly ll:IY·
nu::nt' l'n:e l"Oior c.lltll<Jft. C•ll rodly I·
f100.g42. t 310

ARABIAN HORSE\ • lmmall.1tc: ll;lle 20
h..autiful Inr.-rnarinnal qu:~lil)' mJres,
many lm:d t<l d1:1mpion Kw..•tan st31loons.
Abo Polish, SpanL.J1 wme brokt'. Ba.r·
g;~ins! SHXlO & up. 60&,362-7600.

STEEL BUILDINGS • s:!le:
S4~23.40x60llli,
$7,786,

~40xiO.

~x7SKI4,
~10,591, 'i0xl00xl6. $14,240: 6(1Jtl00x16,

$16.707 Mlnkl•.,.-agt: bulldln~ 301160
~2 unots. )1~944. Frcc- bm<:hun:~. Senunel
~dilin~t-.;, ~327·0790,

P.xtenslon 79.
:>TEEI. I!ITII.DIMoS • An:h!Qoon-.ct ~lyle
hutldon!C:' •m•n<o<.li;ltt' -"'lc • ldt m·er tmm
Sun Belt farm Expn S·~~jO. Q~OxllO. Q'iOx!OO, Q-52x130. Will dt·lowr or Mflre.
Ftnanc:lng :w:lttlhll< Mlr.ode SJ'>'m 1-HI»24:l-5066.
I..AKP.I.OT RARGA!N! • St9,')00 tlc:Jutiful·
ly wocd:d bke JCll!Ni p:tm:l w·rrh incn.'<i·
ihle Smolty Mouruin vi..,.,.,. and ptiv.lt<:
a = 10 boat r:tmp '"' 30,000+ llt rc n.-creatiorul bka: '" TCflll(S;eC. Polvro rutd.i,
I""' f f lU1d tek.-phooe CIO!Oe to Dolly·
"'nOd and Pogcon F<Jrg<: llllcdl<:nt fU\;lflC."
'"8 C:lll now f!00.861·S253. a~m~
~L

LOG 110.\tES • Sl;!nd:ml nl(x.Jel• 2\Uilablc
,.. ..k•i~ your CIMl . Frt-e hwchu~T. Hon·
t::il Abo! Log Home~, 38~~ <:l.a)' County
fli!(lw•':lY Dt;pt. CK, M<t~,, Tc:-nnc~'<!'
\11~7'i. (ll<XJ)-2~1-~.

7-ply ,ur~lcJI
[Jcrnon.•lrllled f<>o Sl,-iiJO.<Xl, ·'""'nil now t<•r ~·129 no
.\toney h:Kk gwr;~ntce C:tll toll-free RAA-

COOKWARf.

·W~lt-rle:~~~!

..wink.,., .-tt't:l. IS.ptt'<l!

~'·

~-2:\90.

ISI!XPERIENCEJ)' • Fro:: c:I>L trnlni~.
J>r<:.hirt'C.I by ~umpany. Guarnnte«< job tf
qualif!Cd ll3!icd Oln Q( your aro. $500-

ROEHL • b:Ls a 1Dp 10 pay padogc per

lbt- N:wonal Survey ,-.( Orivcr

W~

by

Signl'o5l Grcu home dlllC.". ~ no lOUd!
Solo at ICim; v:an or ll:ubcd. Talk to our

drivc:r-;.
'IX'WW ROEHLNET

1·800-467-<1345.

I.OG CAHI~ G IVEAWA '1'1 - 0111 (or ll10n:'
detillb. Company urowm up to 40C
owner/op.:r.~tor.. 1!6.5¢, Mllllt have I year
OTR ~nd hl' 2.i+, C•li lte-Jnlantl·txpre:.s
todw' <ROO) 1·1• ~19$~
I!ARN .S750-I ~OQ,/WI;PKI lllli,.._• ull th<'
mnney )'OUr fltOUP nc:~'(.b hy spoo'!tl'ii\A I
'v1SA fundr:tiser on your <~mpu~. No
lnw.-.tmt-nt & "<:fY lmie tnne ·~-.k:d.
Th&."Te's no C>bligatlon, 110 why 001 C:lll for
in!onn:ttion todiy. CuQ l.aK).j23-S\~ "

95.

E:lm MONEY and FlU!£ TRI~ Absolute
~

SPRJI';G IIRI'.AK P.lc~ ov:lilahlc'l
INDIVIDUAl.<;, otud<rtl ORGANI7..A·
TlOl'.'S, or :;mall GROUPS 'tl':llllo:d!! Csll
l,._nR-CA.\IPUS PROGRA.\IS .u 1~
327.(,013 or http:// wwwxp! <U'll

Computer help v.~r11~'C.I 111 uf11!r.u:le and
lt,.Kh couroe in l.e1ming tn 11oe tXlrnput..,.
C~l 901-247·~643

BROAI>CASTING RllCOROING ENGINEER. • No c)({lefient·., recjutrt-..1, nn-lhc:job trolntnR tn lool m:otc.lulJ' l<IUdlos,
rodroilV st.1tKlll.,. P;m-tomc nrght\, week·
end<. Free \'icleo, CJ > Rom 1-800-295-

4133.
DRIVERS • P.am S64$.00/1\'tt'kl No experieno:J No prohlcml C.I>.L tr.llnln!! pro\idro_ No mmr:tct R!<JU!n.~ ~
trudc driv~r../o;tud<.'lll< abo nc.~'C.Iedl C:ltl
tod:!y, Jtrl lll:rncd ton-.orro"'l 1~1&.

50SS
FAS11VICK FA<..,-ORY • l>ll'e\:1 d1W1hutor..
w:mr.:d fnr th<' •I llvc!<l<x·k pmh~>liC,
Pnwen tn tup dllry, '""'""· ll«f & poulrry
op.:r.mnn• nali<~nwKk. F0r lnfnrm:ulon
c.rll l.axl-446-67H

DRIVER • OTR grvc U< 5 mtn<llt:,l W<•'ll
1!1\'e ~'OU :1 n::l.'<>n l<> <jUil A-"Jdtn!llhc ~b_,..
.>ificd., 21!-36 t-prn, ll:IS<:d on ex pt•nc liCe
N<:"w Krn"'onh.,, $40 T:up fl.•)'. Fulll)COOIits. 1-800-63~. Exu:nsiQn Kl 107.
EAR:\ ~ WEEKlYl!l • Plus l>enelh>.'!!

WATKINS RI!I'RP.'iENTATlVES · nc:eOt:tll
Stan immetlliu.:ly. Good eaminl'-'1. eu.-..
tonl<!lll are wuiUnR to roorder vanilla, P<'?"
per, cinnamon. linhncm, "--ive & more. 24
hour f'e(:urdetl lnfOI'ffi:ltlon. C.UI roll-free
(888) 63-4-S492.

l!nre nc:c~'"'IY· A,.<L'Il~rx-e In obtaining
krdj~ln~

lnduc.led, l-800-

NATIONAl l>l'ITRIIILTrOR • Has .1 j!mll
opponuruty lor your tlriving future! Free
troln111g. No conll"::a. No
giJnmlc'k.1i. for mon:: deuil:l, roll R00-33-4-

ADVERTlSING SALES • ~ndn1;1rk ~
papen. 1125 openings for ~-om~ion only
ltldt'p.:ntlo:nl ..:~le- ugc:nts. Ad"c:nWIIJ!
experiniCe ll piWI Send re:<umc: J.and.
nwic, P.O 8ox S49, :ilielbyville, KY
40066, Ann: Steve

Tr:~ctnr Tr:~o~

9677 eXk:t\Sion 50l Of~.

DRI\'FR TIWNEE.'> Nr:f.DEI>l • Prol~ is
hinng tlri\-e"' in Kenlm'ky E:im $600+
w~ldy + beneflt.v I~ d:ly COL lt:lintnll
wlrh/tomft tuirton rciml>uN"mt'nl now
:m1~abl<!. f!00.242·731\4
.~AU'S

& SERVIct REPRESEfl(fATIVES •
Like nul.OmOh•h:.,, like workln!l With your
lund.J L.nc•l 1Cn1tury. l'mtt'<.t~ n«oun~<

$40,000 b~!M!+ bonu~+bencnu.. Call
M.A ll.S. 1-81!11-34(>.2217
DRIVER OTR • Ctovc.."ttant Tr:tn-.pon w:rnt
to nuke Jion~ lletlClW MONEY hl't~
Chrisrm:i1.' family IIC'CUrtry, tun benctllb,
top payrmlL"\. caD Coven:uu Tran.<pon I·
88R-~ORE

PAY or 1.':111 J-8()().441...(394.
Gr:tduate bUidcnt$ call 1.aJ0.338-6428 toll
fre-e Pix 1~1641837.

DRJVP.R<; • ,..._ aJd up, JWmady J1iw!1
~'lU lop nub. Sloln up 10 SOJYmile with
r.li.ses ro S O:Wmll.: nssl~ ronvenuonal' you t;Jke hom<:. T~rp puy, bonu,;e., &
great bcnd1t' tnt:lutlln)l IIC'BS IR>ut:l!ICe,
rider & lamlly ~UJlJl< on pr\')gmm, pa•d
V"~<..'II.IIOn & rn~. !'or dct;Jil~ call Hom:1cly
Truck Unc. Sunday 1·-' CST; W~ekdllys 7; CST l.f!00-6411-9664 <'.lll<:ru.ion ET135
()RIVER\ • An:11c I'.Xf>re:;s an Oh10 based
company "' li<-c:k•nll mmpany/rqciOnal &
OTR lr.K10f·ll"::iler drt\'C'no. Poly up 10 35
CPM plus bmd'11 poclaj!C:. MU!ol have
Cb$.' A COL withlh:llnw QUI l>.&ve or
I.m at 800-9.!7-043I. EOE.
MAKE A DIFFERI!NCE • Unique and
R"Vo"ardinj! opponunilieo ror Hou.""'Plf·
enL'-IC:lA:j!i\'<:r.t (or priV:IlC, ""'Jdrntbl
school !'or nl<.-ntally-clklllcngcd c;hikln:n
;md adufL,, Pull-time, pan·llmc :md rempor:uy p<><>lllun.•. ld<'al full-lime t::~ntlrdato:.'
would '"'" uo tlw hl';ruttlul '5QO ane crunpu.' lcx-Jied in Pmnkfc>n, K~ntucky 23
ton!;&:tttlve days and he oH S dlys
Schedule.• c-Jn i)C somewhat nexible.
l!xpt>rit'nce tn he:tlth<.-:~re 1.>1 hdpful but not
required Exn:llt!nt l><:ncfit pa~kaj!e
1n<:li.I<Je; mt."Jis and U!e cl/ ~o<hool fadllllO
For mar<: information, pl~ e:tll:
~t.ll:hcle Tlkkeu, Slcw~n Home S.:bool
"Spccbl Can: for S~ul Pt:op!c:!" (~2)
227-4821. 'F.Oil.

AREA AVON • Independent 11:1lcs repre,;enutivc:. Fm: g•til'l Would )'>U t"njoy

SS0041000 Cllln& Chnl>lnw Ill(>"")'( S7·
$15 hourA-omnllll,,~>n. llonu.-.es! Tr:tinill!l'
~w:IY!> to j!C:l t:Ubt<KOl'"'· ii00-7,3S-52ll6.
REAL ESTATE API'RAISAJ, • MuiU-<>ffice
fum with laflle national dialt IY.I.-;e !Oeeks
..elf-motivate-d <:en•fiC'd uppr.~ise.- as
owner/lll:lnaj!er fnr kx-al o{hce. C:lll Alice
IIOO-A'54·~. ELUO'IT® & Company
Appr:uo;ers.

for wcdcly n~papct,
Henry Counry !Jx-.d. 2·3 )'elr.< experimre

MASAGER •

in ad ICiieol pci:fen-cd Send n.'SOOIC to HCI.,
P.O Box 399, ~lr, ICY 40066 by

Nc~VC~llb.:r 21.

Spring Bn::~k Bahama• P.o1rty Crui.-;.,t 6
Days $2791 lnc:lu<k~ Meal<, Fn-c P!111ie!,
Taxc.;l Gt:t

• Improve Study Habits
• Lose Weight
(Don't carry any exce:;s
baggage into next
semester!}

759-6000
Free consultation

Spnn~ Bleak C::.rx-un & }JOl;IIC:I

S3791
Book l!:lrly • S:ivc S'iO! Gd :a Grnup • Go
Fred P:ln:un;t City S129! Soulh llc::ldl
<B:trs Cla<e ~:1m.) SIN 'pM~t:lv
d.alm I -8)().67fr<i3f16

- AC1' N01n CAU. LEISIJRI! TOURS FOR
SI'IING IIUI, PACMGf.'i TO :iOIJTH
PADRE, CANGlJN, JAMAICA ANO fl.ORI·
DA. J!EP5 NEEQJ!i> ••TRAVf.L FREE ANO
EARN COMMISSION!\ GROUP DJS.
CQI.IMlll FOR li OR MORE PEOPLF. 800838-8203 ~-.lc~
=to SP11NG llll!t\l( SHOWING DAYli
lm:l ttmi' IS THL' 11Mil TO GUAAAN·
TEF: THE I.OWF.>;T RATE.'i AND HE.'>T
HOTl'l.'i PRICE.o; WilL INCREA.'>E DEC.
2SlllliSC.JRE -rou.5 liAS PACKAGES TO
.SOU'Jlf PA()R~:. CANCUN,JAMAICA A."'D
Pl.ORIDA. GROl'P I>ISCXJUNTh FOR li
OR
MORE!
800"838-8l03
or

Classifieds!

Rin)l.
A REAtml'l :L CAN()LEUGHT • Okf.fa.sh-

loned w....Wtn!l. Smcoky Mnunt:lin~ nc"'r
Garllnhur)l, ovc:rlooktnj:e liv<:r, hnr.;c:·
dr:lwn CJni:ljiC, l.':li)ln.•, fKUW, nrdaint'd
mtni"c:r... No rCMiw-JiUnR He::utl:mtl I·
~CVO~>;'S).

A BF.AIJI'li'UL CHAP~lJCHURCH • 0~
ti:ln ,.'f:dding. G~tl•nhul'JI'H •lrisin:~l l.~
118}). J>holow;1phy. mu.•k. flowtt.;,limao:l,
~ IIUH<'>!, ~· l,o\.., W:alk Hrk:k
Rev
F.d
Taylor1-800-~2779.

Mr. Gatti's
New Buffet Hours
Sunday - Thursday
4:30 - 8:30 p.m.
Friday & Saturday
4:30-9 p.m.
~Special~

9 - 10 p.m. every night
Buy one, get one free
At regular menu price
Pick-up only.

......Q.·efn

Serving Mexican Food
and Deli Sandwiches
from
11 a.m. - 11 p.m.
BarHols 11
M'd. ht

LOCATED ON 641 S.
12 miles South of the Racer Inn in Murray
Puryear
901-247-5798
Sor no minors after 9:30 .m.

For more information, contact Bill Whitaker,
Dept. of Industrial and Engineering Technology,
IT 253M, 762-6899 or visit our web site at

.

Find it in the

Gmup • Gn Fn_·d l'rlces

•J!OMM11C CM'Dl.F.UI'E WEDDINGS" •
Ordainoed-lken«.'C.I minl~, "~ drooratf'd full lil!rvice lll:Jf>"l, atford:!bl"
p:1dage. S...luclc:U honeymoon ctbins
St;Jy three ni14ht.o f<JUrth lm: GathnhufJI.
T<'llne:.~ i-11<1Q-933-74f>'i 1-800-Wc:d-

131() APIJLt CAf[

Great careers in the construction industry.
Work outdoors or In the office.
Opportunities in Western Kentucky
and throughout the nation.

Don Heitkamp

~

lncn:a.-.e b<xm • )>.tw $'i0! 'pnngi>re:lktr:tvel.com l-800-678-6.lll6

Project Manager
Surveyor
Field Engineer
Estimator
Project Engineer

• Stress Management
• Overcoming Fears

1!0£.

www.ldlturetoun.com
"C.h,- MARRIED" • Sot~>ky Mnunt.lin•,
.l re-.v; nt<lM I)C~uHiul,·haJkl;, church allll·
brCltilordatnc:d m1nbters,
<'omplt:te
amngcmc:nL~. ho,...ymoon ~nd f:lnuly
utbln.~. hrcatht;Jktnl! vic:w- , Wt:ddon~
Chapel:; t~:H.l74 . V:tcarlon l.l>tfRing
1 I 8 0 0 • 6 3 4 • 5 8 I ~ •
tvlp-J/ www.vlc.mm/llhOpllne!c:lupet!ch:a
pd.htm.
•

~4lMI&a

ttp://msi.JTiusik.m\J"SUky.etJ.u/-ietdept/http/cetprog/cetprog.hbn

C,nae&

t!o"''Catulatei:
,lllltlieiJ dfota'toe

Sunset Boulevard Music
#7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Just 1 block from MSU Dorms!!!
Monday-Saturday 10 a.m.- 6 p.m.
753-0113

s 1 DO Df'f'
Any

Ca••e~~e

Tapet

cta(iQ!l
Your hm'ALPINE.

Si!DD
Any

Df'f'

Compac~

fiJ

Dlsct

~

Expires Nov. 2 8
~ ~~

tTtt«cl. c/(jcAettioll
t!Attltta 8l~l«
oottl 8ttd'tet
of"'l• CW'lliota
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dents of Regents, for convenience, but Brown hopes that in
the future it will also be attended by students from other colleges.
"This is an effort to make University studies courses more
accessible to Regents residents,"
he said. "I envision this enriching other departments with
other sorts of classes."

Corky Broughton, faculty head
for Hart College, said there was
a class in Hart, but lack of a
facility caused the class to close.
"A woman from the Counseling and Testing Center taught a
class, but because of the lack of
equipment, the class was
closed," he said. "We realized
there were no facilities set up yet
for classes to be in the college."

He also said there are some
classes that that would benefit
from being offered in the residential colleges.
".1 think there are some classes
that will work in residential colleges and some that will not, but
we have to find the medium,"
Broughton said.
Allen White, faculty head for
White College has been teaching

a, directed study of JMC 585 in
the college, but the facility can
only accomidate a small class.
"I would like to do more acade·
mic things in the residential colleges, but White does not have
the facilities to teach a class in,"
he said. "It wouldn't he fair to
drng students all the way over to
White to have them sit in the
lounge."

essarily think TVA was the
agency to perform those tasks.
Conllnued from Pagt: 1
Whitfield also disagreed with
a
survey
TVA had presented to
given ammunition to those who
Congress
that suggested the
wished to cut the federal budagency
had
a good deal of public
get.
.
•
support.
''There are many people in
··congress who believe TVA
"They were making the state· should be privatized," he said. ment that the federal govern"The bottom line for me is I ment has to be involved in
want to do everything we can to LBL," he said. "If you ask peopreserve LBL for future genera- ple in Western Kentucky, they
tions and lend stability to its would all say yes to that. TVA
management."
jumped to the conclusion,
Whitfield said he did not nee- 'We're the ones to do it."' But if

you ask people in Western Kentucky, 'Should it be TVA, the
national forest service, the
national park service, army
corps of engineers ... ?' you will
probably get many diverse
opinions."
In a press release on the
meeting Tuesday, Whitfield
said he has had meetings over
the past few weeks with those
agencies to "discuss the particular expertise and management
approach each would bring to
LBL." He has yet to come to any

conclusions about which would
be best equipped for the job.
"I'm not ready to answer that
question at this time," he said.
"That's part of what the meet·
ing Tuesday is about."
However, he said when he
makes a decision it will be
because he believes it is what is
best for the recreation area.
Said Whitfield: "I'm still at
some point going to push for
what I believe to be in the best
interest of preserving LBL for
future generations."

NCAA

Continued from Page 1
academic emphasis, and the
MSU faculty are all trying to figure out the best way to go about
it," he said. "If it doesn't work,
then we will have to rethink how
, to approach it next time."
The class is offereq lo resi-

LBL

Cominue<l from Page 1
said. "This is a chance to look nt
what we are doing and see whnt
we could do better in."
Brookhiser said she hopes to
have a web site up soon.
"We're going to have a web
site up here in a week or so," she
said. "On that web site will be
the members of the committees.
Ultimately, the responses from
the self-study questions will be
on there."

PROGRAMS
Conlimtt..'C! from Jl:tge

I

Ann Landini, president of
Faculty Senate. said the universities do not know how the
Commonwealth plans to
match the funding or what
processes they have to go
through to' match it.; Landini
and Nancy France, faculty
regent, visited with Gov. Paul
Patton on Thursday to answer
some of the questions they
have about programs of distinction funding.
The colleges are now awaiting proposal approval by CPE.
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-Hunan & Man d arin Cu tslne
6'a~ ln & Tak«r O u t

THANKS

ALL you CAN cAT ~ UffCT
11 a.m. - 8:30 p .m . Daily Buffet
Food B ar, S a lad & Dessert Bar

Free Drinks with Coupon
lOo/o Off with MSU I.D.
600 N. 12th St. (Ne xt to Taco John's)
753-8916
Monday-Thursd ay: 10:30 a.m.-10 p.m.
Friday-Saturday: 10:30 a.m.-10:30 p.m.
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Put out your
•
cagarettes
....

Tori Squi res

&

NOV.20

hristy Sivia (alternate
look forward to che ering

is the

Great

American
smoke

P laying contemporary
Christ i a n. m u s i c ... 24 hours a day.

C YBER
~£LITE--Your wholesale price
connection.
Lowest on-site service.

out!

TAKE DRUGS AND LOSE ALL
YOUR FRIENDS.

CALL 759 - 3251

r

SYSTEM OF THEMONTH
• 200 MHZ Intel Pentium w /MMX
Technology
• Intel PCI Chipset & PnP Flash BOIS
• 512KB Synchronous Pipeline Cache
• 16MB EDO Enhanced RAM
• 2.5 CB EDIE Hard Drive
• 2MB 64-BIT 3-D PC2TV PCI Graphics
Accelerator (MPEG Playback w I
full motion & Video)
• Software Bundle
• 15" Non-Interlaced .28 DPColor
Monitor
• 16x EIDE CD ROM
• 33.6 Fax/ Modem w / Voice Mail &
Internet Kit
• 1A4 MB Floppy Disk Drive
• Wave-32 3-D Wave Table Sound Card
& Speakers
• Windows 95104-Keyboard and Mouse
• Microsoft Windows 95

$1299

3D GAME MACHINE
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

233 Intel Pentium w /MMX Technology
Intel PCI Chipset & PnP Flash BOIS ,
512KB Synchronous Pipeline Cache
32MB EOO RAM
4.3 GB EDIE Hard Drive
3-D Graphics Accelerator
w/4MB EOO RAM with PC2TV &
MPEG Full Motion
Virtual Fighter, Virtual Squad &
Daytona
17" Flatscreeen SVGA Color Monitor
24x EIDE CD ROM
Wave-32 3-D ·wave Table Sound Card
& Speakers
33.6 Fax/Modem w /Voice Mail &
Internet Kit
1.44 MB Floppy Disk Drive
Windows 95 104-Keyboard and Mouse
M lcrosoft Windows 95 (option
\Vindows NT)

$1795

• Add 16MB EDO Enhanced RAM for $70.

ONE YEAR
Parts w arranty

Optional 14·Hour
Live Technical
support

LIFETIME
Toll Free Support

LIFETIME
Factory Labor
warranty

If you think drugs cost a lot
now, wait until after college.
The}' could cost )'QU a career.
Last year alone. America's

busmesses lost more than S60
billion to drugs. So this year.
most or the Fonune 500 will be
adl'llllllStenng drug tests.

Failing the test mean!> }'OU won't

be conSidered for employment.
And that's one hell of a price

to pay.

WE'RE PUTTING DRUGS OUT OF BUSINESS.
Pt~rtncrslllfJ jora Drui(·Fm tlmmra
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759-839·3
For All Your .Computer Needs • Custom Built Systems
Buy - Sell - Trade used computer Software and
Almost All Games and Game Systems

LOCATED NEXT TO
.TERRAPIN
STATION
AT
.
THE BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
HOURS
Monday - Friday: 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Saturday: 1o a.m. - 6 p.m.
Sunday: 1 - 5 p.m.

MSU students Receive t 0~/o Off All Purchases.
(Except $995 system)
MSU J.D. Required.

Grand opening special
Mini-Tower case
Pentium 150
16MB RAM
1.6 GB Hard Drive
1.44MB Floppy Drive
20X CD ROM
16 Bit sound card w /Speakers
1MB Video card
33.6 Fax & Data Modem
14" SVGA Monitor
Keyboard & Mouse
Windows 95

(

(.

I

I

